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Introduction to SolarWinds WPM
SolarWinds Web Performance Monitor (WPM) is a comprehensive web application monitoring product that
can detect website performance issues based on location, transaction, and page element, and monitor
website load times so you can fix issues before users are affected.
Use the built-in recorder to capture a series of transaction steps that simulate end user actions, such as
logging in, clicking buttons, completing forms, and running Adobe® Flash® elements for online shopping
carts. Then push recordings to remote players to replay them from anywhere in the world, as often as you
want, and analyze the results.
With WPM, you can:
l

Get an accurate sampling of web sites and services from the viewpoint of end users in multiple
locations.

l

Monitor the uptime and user experience (UX) of web applications, such as Microsoft® Exchange.

l

Display alerts and graphs for websites on both sides of the firewall.

l

Drill into different types of data such as load times, transaction availability, and durations.

How WPM works
WPM records transaction steps and then plays back recordings at scheduled intervals to simulate end user
experiences with web and Software as a Service (SaaS) applications. The following diagram provides a
high-level overview of how WPM components interact to collect data.

As shown here, you can install the WPM Player on remote computers to sample the typical experiences of
end users in various locations around the world. For example, install the WPM Player on machines in
Germany and France to monitor the performance of a web page hosted in Boston.
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WPM uses the following components to achieve comprehensive web performance monitoring:
l

l

l

l

l

l

The Orion Server is the primary server that hosts Orion Platform products, including WPM. This
server hosts the Orion Web Console where users interact with products and view gathered
information.
The WPM Recorder is a Microsoft Windows® program that captures web browser steps as you
perform them to simulate the typical steps taken by end users. Recorded actions include mouse
clicks, text input, and file downloads. See Install a WPM Recorder.
Assign recordings to a player location to create a transaction that plays at regular intervals. Set
timing thresholds to trigger alerts if transactions exceed expected run times. The original recording
is a raw file but the transaction is an active monitor that performs web actions based on the steps in
the file to gauge performance. See Manage WPM transactions
The WPM Player is a Windows service that deploys, manages, and communicates with WPM worker
processes to simulate end user experiences by playing back transactions. You can display details
about transactions, including transaction step durations and screenshots, in various WPM views and
widgets in the Orion Web Console. See Install a WPM Player.
The WPM Player uses WPM worker processes to:
o

Log into the local machine that hosts the WPM Player,

o

Play back the transaction steps of a recording,

o

Collect statistics and screenshots during playback, and

o

Return playback results to the WPM Player.

Worker processes rely on SEUM-User accounts for permissions. See Manage SEUM-User accounts.
l

Synthetic End User Monitor (SEUM) was the original name for WPM.

WPM and the Orion Platform
SolarWinds WPM is part of the Orion Platform suite of products. As the core of the SolarWinds IT
Management Portfolio, the Orion Platform provides a stable and scalable architecture that includes data
collection, processing, storage, and presentation.
The Orion Platform provides common features such as user accounts, views, dashboards, and alerts that
you can use across all Orion Platform products. In the Orion Web Console, you can access WPM, common
Orion features, and any other Orion Platform modules used by your organization; it's all in one place.
When WPM is combined with other Orion Platform products, you get an integrated view of the web app
user experience and can drill into the underlying infrastructure that impacts performance. For example,
use WPM with SolarWinds Server & Application Monitor (SAM) to visualize synthetic web transaction
metrics in the context of application performance metrics.
l

l

Use SAM's PerfStack feature to add response times for WPM transactions— from multiple locations—
to a single metric palette, and quickly visualize those metrics together. Check out the Using PerfStack
with WPM and SAM to Troubleshoot Web Performance Issues post in the SolarWinds online
IT community, THWACK.
Use the SolarWinds Web Performance Monitor (WPM).apm-template to assess the status and
overall performance of the WPM Player with Windows Performance Counters.
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Orion Platform common features
As the hub for Orion Platform products, the Orion Web Console provides access to common features that
you can use with WPM, such as user accounts and views. Here is a high-level overview of some features. To
learn more, see Use Orion Platform solutions with WPM and the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.
View information in the Orion Web Console

Log in to your Orion Platform product in a web browser and meet the Orion Web Console. Review
events and alerts in the Orion Web Console Message Center, and generate reports to present the
status of the monitored environment.
Orion user accounts
Configure permissions, reset passwords, limit access to network segments, enable authentication
with Active Directory, and more. See Manage Orion Web Console user accounts.
Customization
Customize your dashboards, colors, the logo, and breadcrumbs. Add views, subviews, and widgets.
Limit objects on views and more. See Customize the Orion Web Console
Licensing
WPM licensing is based on the number of transactions you record, as described in WPM licensing.
You can activate, add, upgrade or assign licenses in the Orion Web Console.
SolarWinds High Availability
Use SolarWinds High Availability to provide failover protection for your Orion server and additional
polling engines to reduce data loss. See High Availability in SolarWinds products.
Scale your deployment
Need to scale your deployment? See Scalability Engine Guidelines and Manage Orion Polling
Engines.

Check out free SolarWinds training videos to learn more about WPM and Orion Platform features.
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Example: Configure WPM to monitor Microsoft Exchange
Here is a real-world scenario that describes how to use WPM to run transactions from remote office
locations that connect to a load balancer and Exchange servers that simulate end users accessing
Microsoft Outlook® to send email.
To configure WPM for this example:

1. Record the transaction steps you want WPM to play back, such as logging into the Outlook Web
Access (OWA) page.
2. Choose the playback location. This is the computer that will host a WPM Player to play back the
recording.
If the SolarWinds NetPath feature is configured to monitor the path to your Exchange servers,
the same servers that act as NetPath probes can serve as WPM playback locations.

3. Add that computer as a transaction location in the Orion Web Console and install a WPM Player.
4. Create a transaction by assigning a recording to a transaction location. You can schedule
transactions to play at regular intervals and generate alerts if playback time exceeds set thresholds.
5. View WPM data to find any transactions with problems. Alerts appear on the Transactions Summary
page in the Orion Web Console if Outlook takes longer than usual to load, transaction steps exceed
thresholds, or users cannot access the site.

Task 1: Record transaction steps
To monitor Outlook, the load balancer, and Exchange servers, SolarWinds recommends creating multiple
recordings:
l

One recording that accesses the Outlook Web Application (OWA) through the load balancer

l

Additional recordings that access the OWA through each Exchange server in your network
Creating separate recording for each server helps identify problems with a specific server later.

1. From a computer with access to the Exchange server, download and install the WPM Recorder.
a. In the Orion Web Console, choose Settings > All Settings > WPM Settings.
b. Under Transaction Management, choose Manage Recordings.
c. In the note above the list of recordings, click Download recorder locally.

d. Open the download package and follow the onscreen instructions to install it.
2. Clicking Start > WPM Recorder.
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If prompted to allow WPM to lower your Internet Explorer security level, click Yes. To learn
about WPM security protocols and encryption algorithms, click here.

3. When the recorder window opens, enter your Orion account credentials and the host name or IP
address of the Orion server, and then click Connect.

4. In the Recorder window, repeat the following steps to create multiple recordings — one for the load
balancer and one for each Exchange server:

a. At the top of the window, enter the URL of the OWA on the Exchange server or the load
balancer.

b. Click the record button

.

The recorder goes to the specified URL, and the Outlook login page opens.

c. Enter your Outlook credentials and click Sign In.
In the right pane, the recorder adds each action you take as a transaction step.

d. Log out of Exchange.
e. Click the stop button
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f. Click the play button

.

The recorder plays the recording and shows details about each transaction step, including
duration, in the right pane. When the recording finishes, a dialog box shows the total time.

g. Click OK to close the dialog box.
h. Click Save at the top of the screen.
i. Enter a name and description in the Save As dialog, and click Save.
Now that you've created your first WPM recordings, select the location where you want to play them.

Task 2: Choose the transaction location
The transaction location (also called a playback location) is the computer that plays back the recorded
transaction. To make sure WPM accurately captures what users experience when accessing Exchange,
choose a transaction location that meets the following criteria:
l

The computer is geographically located near users. For example, choose a server in a branch office.

l

The computer is always on. (Don't choose an end user's workstation; it might be turned off.)

l

The computer meets WPM Player requirements.
If the selected location has a hypervisor running various servers, such as a print or file server,
consider adding another server and installing the player on it.

Task 3: Add the transaction location in the Orion Web Console
After you choose a playback location, you must add it as a WPM transaction location in the Orion Web
Console. To add the location, you must know:
l

The IP address or host name of the computer where WPM will deploy the player (see step 9).

l

Login credentials for the computer.

If you choose a location where a player is already installed, you can add the location without
installing the player. In this example, the WPM Player is not installed in the selected location.

1. Choose Settings > All Settings > WPM Settings.
2. On the Web Performance Monitor Settings page, click Manage Player Locations.
3. On the Manage Transaction Locations page, switch to the Translation Locations tab.

4. Click Add Location.
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5. Select the method for adding a location.
In this example, the player is not yet installed in the playback location. Therefore, select Install
location on my network, and click Next.

6. Enter the server's IP address or host name, or select a node from the list. Click Next.
7. Choose Use default settings, and click Next.
8. On the Location Credentials panel, select the location and enter credentials to access the server.
a. Select the check box next to the location name.
b. Click Assign Credentials.
c. Select an existing credential or enter a new one.

d. Click Test to test the connection and credentials.
e. If the test succeeds, click Submit to add the transaction location to the list.
If the location is not managed via the Orion platform, the Status column display an
informational message but the location does not have to be managed by Orion.

9. Click Deploy Player.
The Orion server connects to the server and installs the player.

Task 4: Create a transaction for each recording
Create a WPM transaction by linking a WPM recording to a transaction location in the Orion Web Console.
Repeat these steps to add a transaction for each recording created in Task 1.
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1. On the Manage Recordings page, select the check box next to a recording and click Start Monitoring.

2. In the Add Transaction wizard, select the location added in Task 3. Click Next.

The Transaction Monitor panel shows default thresholds. The Typical Value is based on the
recording. The default Warning threshold is double that time, and the Critical threshold is quadruple
that time.

3. Leave the default interval and thresholds at their current settings for now. You can adjust them later
if you receive too many alerts. Click Next.
4. To collect extra troubleshooting data in AppStack™, link each transaction with the node (server) on
which it is executed and applications it is monitoring. If a transaction fails, AppStack can show the
exact Exchange server the transaction was executed on instead of just the load balancer that
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manages multiple Exchange servers.

a. Select Improve transaction troubleshooting.
b. Click Add Nodes.
c. In the Select Nodes dialog box, select the Exchange server and click Save.

The node is listed on the wizard panel.

d. Click Add applications.
e. In the Select Applications dialog box, select the Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft IIS
applications running on that server, and click Save.

The applications are listed on the wizard panel.

5. Click Save Monitor.
The transaction plays at the specified interval in the playback location to simulate end users
connecting to Microsoft Exchange to use Outlook.

Task 5: View data collected by WPM
To view WPM data, choose My Dashboards > Web > Transaction Summary. Widgets highlight transactions
whose duration passed the set threshold, indicating possible Exchange network problems.
The Transactions Summary page shows you:
l

Transactions with problems

l

Specific transaction steps with problems

l

The time it takes to complete each transaction step compared to the baseline
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To learn more about monitoring Exchange with Orion Platform product, see the SolarWinds guide to
monitoring Exchange, available in the SolarWinds Success Center,

WPM glossary
Here is a list of fundamental terms used in WPM with which you should be familiar:
Action

An action is a single event within a recording. An action can be, but is not limited to, text
input into a field, a mouse click, or a file download.

Managed
transaction

A transaction that is assigned to a location and actively reporting statistics to the Orion
Web Console. Managed transactions count against your license.

Orion
server

The primary server used by the Orion Web Console and Orion Platform products.
You may also see the Orion server referred to as the WPM server.

Orion Web
Console
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The web interface where you interact with Orion Platform products. In addition to
displaying WPM data and reviewing events, you can use the Orion Web Console to deploy
WPM players, schedule WPM transactions to play at specific intervals, or configure
thresholds for WPM alerts.

Recording

A recording is a series of navigational steps that are recorded. Once assigned to a
transaction location for playback, a recording becomes a transaction. A recording does not
count against your license.

SEUM-User
account

When the WPM Player plays back transactions, it uses various WPM worker processes to
perform transaction steps and collect data during playback. Each worker process requires
its own SEUM-User account because different processes handle different transaction steps
at different times. See Manage SEUM-User accounts.
Synthetic End User Monitor (SEUM) was the original product name for WPM.

Transaction

A transaction is a recording of web browser steps assigned to a specific location. Each
assigned recording, or transaction, counts against your license.

Transaction
location

After creating a recording, you can assign the file to a place where a WPM Player is
installed, known as a transaction location (also called a player location). A transaction
location can be the Orion server, an Additional Polling Engine (APE), or a remote machine
that hosts a WPM Player.

Transaction
step

A step is a collection of actions within a transaction. For example, the actions required to
navigate to a specific URL make up one transaction step.

Unmanaged An unmanaged transaction is a transaction currently assigned to a specific transaction
Transaction location, but purposely set as inactive so it does not report statistics to the Orion Web
Console. When a transaction is unmanaged, historical data is retained but unmanaged
transactions do not count against your license.
WPM Player

The WPM Player is a Windows service that deploys, manages, and communicates with WPM
worker processes to simulate end user experiences by playing back transactions.

WPM
Recorder

The WPM Recorder is a Windows program that records web browser steps as you perform
them to simulate typical steps taken by end-users such as mouse clicks, text input, file
downloads, and matching text strings and images.

WPM
worker
process

The WPM Player uses WPM worker processes to play back transaction steps, collect
statistics, and return playback results to the WPM Player. Each WPM worker process on a
machine hosting a WPM Player requires its own SEUM-User account because different
processes handle different transactions at different times..
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Set up WPM
Your first step in setting up WPM is to use the SolarWinds Orion Installer to configure the primary WPM
application on the main Orion server. Your installation may or may not include other Orion Platform
modules such as SolarWinds SAM.
Be sure to review release notes and system requirements, available on the WPM Documentation
page in the SolarWinds Success Center.
After installing WPM, you can deploy copies of the WPM Recorder and Player to remote machines. For
example, if you host a web page in Boston that is used extensively by customers in Germany, deploy a
player to a workstation in a branch office in Berlin to run recorded transactions and gauge website
performance. By placing WPM Players in the same geographical locations as your users, you can get more
accurate WPM data that is truly representative of the end user experience.
You can also deploy recorders and players to servers in a co-location hosting service or to instances/VMs
hosted by cloud providers. For details, see:
l
l
l
l

Install a WPM Recorder
Install a WPM Player
Deploy Orion Platform products to Amazon Web Services
Deploy Orion Platform products to Microsoft Azure

Install WPM on the Orion server
You can use the SolarWinds Orion Installer to set up the primary WPM application on the Orion server, or
upgrade from an earlier version. When installing new products into an existing Orion environment, the
Orion Installer verifies compatibility between the product versions and notifies you if additional steps are
needed.
For hardware, software, and port requirements for the main Orion server and the Orion database server,
see Orion Platform Requirements. See also Configure SSL for the Orion Web Console, enable FIPS, and
directories to be excluded from antivirus protection.
You may see the main Orion server referenced as the "WPM server" in the WPM user interface (UI)
and system messages. The terms are synonymous.

WPM licensing
Licensing for many Orion Platform products is based on the amount of nodes monitored; WPM licensing is
based on the number of transactions assigned to transaction locations that host a WPM Player. Also called
"player locations, transaction locations may be on the main Orion server or on remote servers with
connectivity to the Orion server.
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WPM is licensed by the total number of transactions implemented, regardless of whether the transactions
are managed or unmanaged. The number of licenses used is calculated by multiplying the number of
recordings by the number of locations assigned, as shown in these examples.
l

5 transactions at 1 location = 5 licenses

l

5 transactions at 3 locations = 15 licenses

LICENSE TIER IMPLEMENTED TRANSACTIONS LICENSE
WPM5

5

License with 1st-year maintenance

WPM10

10

License with 1st-year maintenance

WPM20

20

License with 1st-year maintenance

WPM50

50

License with 1st-year maintenance

WPM100

100

License with 1st-year maintenance

WPM200

200

License with 1st-Year maintenance

WPMX

Unlimited, standard playback rate License with 1st-Year maintenance

Use the web-based License Manager to activate, deactivate, upgrade, or assign licenses to a server.

Adjust Orion account settings for WPM
This section describes Orion account settings specific to WPM. To learn about Orion accounts, in
general, see Manage Orion Web Console user accounts.
Adjust the following WPM settings for an Orion account on the Manage Accounts page to determine if a
user can access and customize the following views;
l

WPM Summary

l

WPM Transaction Details

l

WPM Transaction Step Details

l

WPM Transaction Location Details

You can also set the WPM User Role to Admin to allow a user to:
l

Create and save recordings on the Orion server.

l

Use the Unmanage Scheduling Utility to start and stop transactions on a schedule.

To update WPM settings for an Orion account:

1. Log into the Orion Web Console.
2. Go to Settings > All Settings > Manage Accounts.
3. Select the account you are updating and click Edit.
4. Scroll down and click Web Performance Monitor Settings to expand that part of the page.
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5. Change WPM settings, as desired.
6. Click Submit.

Install a WPM Recorder
The WPM Recorder captures web browser steps as you perform them to simulate the typical steps taken
by end users, including mouse clicks, text input, file downloads, and matching text strings and images. The
purpose of the recorder is to create your own test scenarios. You can install a WPM Recorder on any
machine that meets system requirements, as described next.

Recommended recorder requirements
In addition to meeting SolarWinds Orion agent requirements, machines that host a WPM Recorder must
meet the following requirements:

RESOURCE

REQUIREMENTS

CPU

Single core processor

Memory

2 GB

Operating
system

Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8, 2012, Server 2003, Server 2008, Server 2012, Server 2016

TCP/IP ports

80 (TCP) open for http traffic
443 (TCP) open for https traffic
17777 (TCP) open for SolarWinds traffic

Browser

Internet Explorer (IE) 11
If your organization requires an earlier IE version, use IE 11's document modes to
emulate earlier versions.

Add a recorder
When WPM is installed on the Orion server, local copies of the WPM Recorder and WPM Player are
added automatically.
To add a recorder:

1. Click Settings > All Settings> WPM Settings > Manage Recordings.
2. On the Manage Recordings page, click Download recorder locally.
3. Click the TransactionRecorder.exe file in the Windows taskbar.
4. If a User Account Control window prompts for permission to install the program, click Yes.
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5. When the WPM Recorder Setup Wizard appears, click Next.
6. Follow the onscreen instructions.
7. To verify installation, launch the WPM Recorder application and create a recording.
If desired, copy TransactionRecorder.exe to another machine and install the recorder in the default
directory, C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Recorder. On remote machines,
you can either:
l

Connect to the Orion Web Console and create WPM recordings, or

l

Use Offline Mode and export recordings to the Orion server.

Install a WPM Player
The WPM Player is a Windows service that uses WPM worker processes to simulate end user experiences
with web applications by playing back recorded transactions, as described in How WPM works.
A WPM Player is automatically added to the Orion server during WPM installation but you can download an
executable file to install a WPM Player on remote servers for various reasons, as described in the following
use cases:
l

l

l

Simulate the physical location of end users. By placing WPM Players in the same geographical
locations as users, you can get more accurate WPM data that is truly representative of the end user
experience. For example, install a WPM Player on a server in Europe to monitor end user interaction
with a web application hosted in the U.S.
Test firewalls and proxies. Install a WPM Player on a remote server to mimic the authentication
users must navigate to access a web application. For example, set up a WPM Player outside of your
firewall — perhaps using a proxy server —to simulate customer traffic.
Mimic end user permissions. WPM worker processes rely on SEUM-User account rights to perform
transaction steps so you can adjust permissions for SEUM-User accounts to ensure the security and
accessibility of web applications.
Monitor transactions from locations around the world by adding a player to a cloud instance. To
learn about using Amazon Cloud Services to host players, see the SolarWinds Success Center
article, Using Amazon Cloud Services as a Playback Location.

WPM Player requirements
In addition to SolarWinds Orion agent requirements, computers that host a WPM Player must meet the
requirements described in this section.
If a computer hosts a hypervisor running various servers, such as a print or file server, consider
adding another server and installing the player on it.

Recommended player requirements
The following recommended requirements allow a player to monitor up to 50 transactions of 30-second
duration at 5-minute intervals. The minimum is 1 minute.
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RESOURCE

REQUIREMENT

CPU

Quad core processor or better

Memory

3 GB

Operating system Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8, Server 2003, Server 2008, Server 2012 or Server 2016
Accounts

Access to the remote administrator share

TCP/IP ports

80 (TCP) open for http traffic
443 (TCP) open for https traffic
17777 (TCP) open for SolarWinds traffic
17781 (TCP) open for server-initiated (passive) communication mode
17782 (TCP) open for server-initiated (active) communication mode
17783 (TCP) open for player automatic update

Browser

Internet Explorer (IE) 11
To emulate earlier versions of IE, use IE 11's document modes.

To avoid permission issues, do not install the player on a domain controller.

Minimum player requirements
The following minimum player requirements allow up to two 30-second transactions to be monitored at 1minute intervals.

RESOURCE

REQUIREMENT

CPU

Single core processor. VMs are also supported.

Memory

3 GB

Operating system Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, Server 2003, Server 2008, Server 2012, or Server 2016
TCP/IP ports

80 (TCP) open for http traffic
443 (TCP) open for https traffic
17777 (TCP) open for SolarWinds traffic
17781 (TCP) open for server-initiated (passive) communication mode
17782 (TCP) open for server-initiated (active) communication mode
17783 (TCP) open for WPM Player automatic updates
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RESOURCE

REQUIREMENT

Browser

Internet Explorer (IE) 11
To emulate earlier versions of IE, use IE 11's document modes.

Remote deployment player requirements
In addition to recommended or minimum player requirements, remote deployment of the WPM Player
requires:

RESOURCE

REQUIREMENT

Account and security Accounts must have access to the remote administrator share
Updated root certificates
TCP/IP ports

135 (TCP) open for Microsoft EPMAP (DCE/RPC Locator service)
445 (TCP) open for Microsoft-DS SMB file sharing

During deployment, Orion agents install all prerequisites (for example, .NET Framework) automatically.
The remote machine may restart after deployment.

Add a WPM Player
You can install a player via the Orion Web Console by either:
l

Adding a transaction location on the Manage Transaction Locations page, or

l

Downloading an executable file and installing it on a remote machine.

When WPM is installed on the Orion server, a recorder and player that use the minimum
requirements are added to the main Orion server automatically.
To install a WPM Player by adding a transaction location:

1. Click Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Player Locations.
2. On the Manage Transaction Locations page, switch to the Transaction Locations tab.
3. Click Add Location.
4. Select the "Install location on my network" option.
5. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the installation.
6. Register the player location with the Orion server by adding it as a transaction location in the Orion
Web Console.
To learn about using Amazon Cloud Services to host players, see the SolarWinds Success Center
article, Using Amazon Cloud Services as a Playback Location.
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To download an executable file to install a player:

1. Click Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Player Locations.
2. Click Download player.
3. Run PlaybackPlayer.exe.
4. When the WPM Transaction Player Setup Wizard appears, click Next.
5. Follow the onscreen instructions.
6. Register the player location with the Orion server by adding it as a transaction location in the Orion
Web Console.

Change player communication methods
WPM offers two communication options for players, also known as "transaction locations."
l

l

Server-initiated communication: Sets a player in passive mode to wait for requests from the Orion
server on a specified port. If you select this option, you'll need to configure firewall and Network
Address Translation (NAT) settings on each machine that hosts a player so agents can
communication with the Orion server.
Player-initiated communication: Allows a player to actively initiate communicate with the Orion
server on port 17782. This setting allows active agents on remote machines to navigate the
Firewall/NAT configuration and actively connects to polling servers using a HTTP(S) protocol.
Managed Service Providers (MSPs) and larger distributed deployments may prefer this option.

The Orion server is sometimes called the WPM server in the WPM UI.
To change the communication settings for a player/transaction location:

1. Click Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Player Locations.
2. On the Manage Transaction Locations page, switch to the Transaction Locations tab.
3. Select the check box next to the location.
4. Click Edit
5. Select a communication method.
6. (Optional) Enable Update player settings to send password or port changes to the location if
conflicting network settings make the player unavailable.
7. (Optional) Click Test to verify the connection.
8. Click Submit.

Manage SEUM-User accounts
When the WPM Player simulates end user activities by playing back transactions, it uses various
WPM worker processes to perform transaction steps and collect data during playback. Each worker process
requires its own SEUM-User account with the necessary permissions.
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The original name for WPM was Synthetic End User Monitor (SEUM), a term that is still used in
reference to user accounts, as well as some directory names and system messages.
WPM includes seven SEUM-User accounts that you can adjust to make environmental changes, such as
adding proxy settings or adjusting permissions. You can add up to 15 SEUM-User accounts to improve
processing if you have a large quantity of transactions and transaction locations in an environment.
Note the following details about SEUM-User accounts:
l

The number of SEUM-User accounts must equal the number of WPM worker processes on the player,
which varies for each player and environment. This is required because each worker process
handles different transactions at different times.

l

You can add SEUM-User accounts in the Microsoft Management Console.

l

SEUM-Users must be members of the local Administrator group.

l

Passwords are encrypted and you can specify passwords for SEUM-User accounts.

l

If a player is in a domain, you can configure SEUM-User accounts to allow Single Sign-On (SSO) for
WPM transactions that require it. See Configure domain accounts for WPM worker processes with
SSO.

Set permissions for SEUM-User accounts
To perform transaction steps in a recording, each WPM worker process requires its own SEUM-User
account with the necessary permissions. If playback fails due to permission issues, make sure that all
SEUM-User accounts belong to the local Administrators group on the Player server.
To set permissions for SEUM-User accounts:

1. Select Computer Management setting from the system menu, or open Run from the Start button and
type the command: compmgmt.msc.
2. Double-click Local Users and Groups, and double-click Users.
3. Right-click on SEUM-User-1 and click Properties.
4. Select the Member Of tab.
5. Click Add, and enter the local Administrator's group name for this user. To find all available groups,
click Advanced > Find now, and then select the Administrators group and click OK.
6. Press OK twice.
7. Repeat steps 3—6 for each SEUM-User, and then click OK.
8. Restart the SolarWinds WPM Playback Player Service and SolarWinds WPM Playback Player Proxy
services in the Orion Service Manager, if running. See Start and stop Orion Services.
Here are some additional tips:
l

When using Group Policy Objects (GPO) in an environment, adjust Local Security Policies to grant
permission to Allow log on locally for all SEUM-User accounts on the local machine. Otherwise,
changes in the user configuration on the local computer are overwritten with every GPO update.
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l

l

When GPO is applied, it often prevents WPM services from using the SEUM-User accounts for certain
tasks, such as creating WPM worker processes. Pay attention to which GPO is used and modify it for
WPM requirements.
If adding SEUM-Users to the local Administrators group still doesn’t help in your environment, set up
domain users for playback instead local users.

Add SEUM-User accounts
WPM includes seven SEUM-User accounts, but you can add up to 15 accounts to improve processing if you
have a large quantity of transactions and locations in an environment.
To add SEUM-User accounts:

1. Stop the SolarWinds WPM Playback Player service from services.msc.
2. Go to C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player (or wherever the WPM
Player is installed).
3. Search for the SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Service.exe.config file and open it in a text editor.
4. Search for numWorkerProcesses in the </configSection> and change the value. (The maximum is 15).
5. Save your changes and start the SolarWinds WPM Playback Player service.
6. Select Computer Management from the system menu, or open Run from the Start button and type:
compmgmt.msc to open the Computer Management console.
7. Navigate to Local Users and Groups > Users to display the number of SEUM-Users and confirm your
changes.
Make sure that all SEUM-User accounts belong to the local Administrator group.

8. Repeat these steps for each WPM Player if you have multiple Transaction Locations.

Set passwords for SEUM-User accounts
To specify a password for SEUM-User accounts:

1. Locate the AgentSettings.dat file in the default directory, c:\Program Files (x86)
\SolarWinds\SEUM\Data.
2. Rename the file from AgentSettings.dat to AgentSettings.bak. After the backup. Delete the file
"AgentSettings.dat"
3. Go to c:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player and create a backup copy
of the SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Service.exe.config file.
4. Open the SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Service.exe.config file in a text editor.
5. Locate the workerUserPasswordOverride attribute in the <agentConfiguration> tag.
For example, <agentConfiguration workerUserPasswordOverride="Your_Password"/>

6. Restart WPM services in the Orion Service Manager. See Start and stop Orion Services.
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Configure domain accounts for WPM worker processes with SSO
If a player is in a domain, you can configure SEUM-User accounts to allow SSO for WPM transactions that
require it. Otherwise, transactions using SSO will pull login information from the account that is currently
logged in on the machine with local credentials.
To configure SEUM-User accounts to allow SSO:

1. Navigate to the default WPM Player installation folder, C:\Program Files (x86)
\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player.
2. Launch the SolarWinds WPM Domain Accounts Configuration Tool,
SolarWinds.SEUM.AgentDomainConfigurationTool.exe.

3. Select the "Enable domain accounts for playbacks" option.
4. Provide the Domain name, Username, and Password for each account.
Password are encrypted in the database.

5. Click Validate and then Save.
6. Restart the WPM Playback services.
The number of SEUM-User accounts must equal the number of WPM worker processes on the
player, which varies for each player and environment. This is required because each worker process
handles different transactions at different times.

Upgrade players
When updated versions of the WPM Player are available, you are prompted to upgrade to the latest version
the next time you log into the player. The new player retains all information and your current transactions
begin to poll again.
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If upgrading a remote machine to Windows 10 v.1607 or later, SolarWinds recommends backing up
player and recorder configuration (*.config) files first. See WPM Player does not work after
Windows 10 upgrade.
If you uninstall players, transactions enter an Unknown state. Transactions are polled again when
you install a new player on the same machine with the same settings.

Upgrade Additional Polling Engines and Additional Web Servers
If deploying WPM 2.2.1 or later into an existing SolarWinds environment that uses Additional Polling
Engines (APEs) or Additional Web Servers (AWS), you can use the SolarWinds Orion Installer to upgrade
scalability engines, including APEs, AWS, and High Availability backup servers.
If running an earlier version of the Orion Platform, you can install or upgrade scalability engines with
either of the following:
l

l

The Orion Scalability Engine Installer (recommended and available in the Orion Web Console)
consumes approximately 6 MB.
The Orion Systems Management Bundle installer consumes about 1.64 GB.

Both options are available in the SolarWinds Customer Portal. See Orion product installers for main
poller, additional polling engine, additional web servers, and HA for details.
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Manage WPM recordings
After installing WPM and the WPM recorder, the next task is to record the sequence of steps that you want
WPM to play back and monitor, as described in this section. Then you can assign recordings to playback
locations to Create WPM transactions.
This section discusses the following topics:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

About the WPM Recorder
Create WPM recordings
Test and save WPM recordings
Edit WPM recordings
Import WPM recordings
Export WPM recordings
Delete WPM recordings

About the WPM Recorder
You can use the WPM Recorder to simulate the steps that a typical end user/customer would perform on a
website or web application that you want to monitor.
To access the WPM Recorder:

1. Click Start > WPM Recorder.
2. Respond to the prompt about lowering security settings to run the recorder. (See Before you begin.)
3. Enter a User name and Password.
4. Enter the IP or hostname for the Orion server.
When the Web Transaction Recorder window opens, notice that it is split into two panes:
l
l

The left pane records your browser actions.
The right pane shows what actions were recorded. You can use this pane to edit actions while you
are recording.

When a recording is being captured, a red box surrounds what is being recorded.

Before you begin
l

l

The recorder uses Internet Explorer settings including web proxy. The recorder's web browser uses
the settings and security level of the Internet Explorer browser of the computer it is installed on.
If your web site requires the browser to accept cookies, or if you need to connect to the Internet
through a web proxy, these are settings you must make in Internet Explorer.
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l

l

l

If the security level of the browser is too high, the recorder will ask for permission to lower the
security settings to the recommended level.
Disable browser integration for Adobe Acrobat Reader if it is installed. If it is installed, the recorder
will prompt you to disable the browser integration type.
WPM does not record the contents of XML pages.

Recorder options
Depending on which action is enabled, you will see different options available in the recorder menu.
This is how the menu appears during a recording:

1. Record
2. Stop
3. Add Wait Time
4. X,Y Capture Mode
5. Start Conditional Block
6. Text verification
7. Image verification
8. Image verification with click sequence
This is how the menu appears when recording is stopped:

1. Record
2. Play Recorded Sequence
3. Play Step-By-Step
4. Insert Wait Time
5. Insert text verification
6. Insert image verification
See these topics for more information:
l
l
l

Use text verification in a recording sequence
Record coordinates with X,Y Capture Mode
Verify images in WPM recordings
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l
l

How step durations are calculated in recordings
Track download statistics in a recording

Use text verification in a recording sequence
Monitoring is not only about playing back sequences, but also about verifying that the results are what you
expect. For example, after recording a login sequence, you may want to add a check on the next web page
to find any text that says, "Login successful," "Welcome," or some other keyword indicating that the login
action was successful.
If the match is not successful, WPM sets the transaction status to Down. Typically, you want to make the
text matching action the first action on the page that is loaded after logging in.
To set a "Success means (a Page Contains Certain Text)" verification:

1. Click the text verification icon:

.

2. Enter the text to search for in the Enter Text to Match box.
3. Click Page Contains Text.
4. Click OK.
You can also verify that a page does not contain certain text, for example, "Error" or "Not found".
To set a "Success means (a Page Does not Contain Certain Text)" verification:

1. Click the text verification icon:

.

2. Enter the text to search for in the Enter Text to Match box.
3. Click Page Does not Contain Text.
4. Click OK.

Record coordinates with X,Y Capture Mode
X,Y Capture Mode records the coordinates of elements clicked within dynamic web pages. This applies to
pages containing non-HTML elements, such as Flash and Silverlight based content. This feature works by
starting a recording, then toggling X,Y Capture Mode on and off as needed during a recording.

When you toggle on the X,Y Capture Mode, all mouse actions are converted from global coordinates to local
browser coordinates and recorded. The Image Match action then verifies that content is properly loaded
before playback continues.
You can also Verify images in WPM recordings.
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To configure X,Y Capture Mode:

1. Start the recording.
2. Enable the X,Y Capture Mode by clicking the coordinate's icon

.

3. Mouse click on the page as needed.
4. Click Image Match

and then drag your mouse over a region of the image.

5. When you release the mouse button, the Match Image button will appear
confirm the image match.
6. Click Stop

asking you to

to end the recording.

7. Verify that the recorded clicks and actions were successful by clicking Play

.

8. If needed, edit from the timeline by right-clicking on a step.

Note the following details about X,Y Capture Mode:
l

l

l
l

l

l

Using Image Match for animated objects is not recommended. During playback, animated objects
may be in a different phase of animation so WPM may not be able to find the exact recorded image.
Image Match is CPU intensive. Select only small regions or portions of the image to improve playback
performance.
Avoid using X,Y Capture Mode for lossy formats such as JPEG and PNG.
Actions are recorded at the user's speed. If you have an unnecessary delay in a recording, doubleclick the recorded action and change the recorded delay to another value.
Do not use the recorder on screen resolutions greater than 1920 x 1200 pixels as OS limitations do
not allow the WPM Player to function above this resolution.
As soon as an image match is found on the page, the timer stops and the next step begins. Image
Match time is measured and added to the overall step duration.

See also Troubleshoot X,Y Capture Mode.

Verify images in WPM recordings
WPM can perform image verification during a recording in conjunction with X,Y Capture Mode to record
non-HTML page elements.
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In X,Y Capture Mode, select a small region on the page by holding down the left mouse button and
dragging the mouse. (The page is grayed-out when image verification is enabled.) After you capture a
portion of the image, click the Match Image button which appears when you release the mouse button.
WPM verifies the image during playback. If the image is not found, the search is repeated until the defined
time elapses.
To enable Image Verification:

1. Click the Image Verification icon.
2. Click and hold the left mouse button while dragging the mouse to select the image to match.
3. Click the Match Button.
4. Verify the image in the picture and click OK.
Allow extra time if an image is dynamically generated.

5. Save the recording.
You can also use WPM to verify an image with a single click if an image includes a hyperlink.

To enable Image Verification with a click:

1. Click the Image Verification with click icon.
2. Click and hold the left mouse button while dragging the mouse to select the image to match.
3. Click the Match and Click Image button.
4. Verify the image in the picture and click OK.
Allow extra time if an image is dynamically generated.

5. Save the recording.

How step durations are calculated in recordings
The times taken for navigation to new page, file download, and image match / text match are all used in
the calculation of step duration.
Ajax calls are not used in step duration calculations. For example, page content loaded dynamically by
Ajax. To partially measure such dynamic behavior, you can use text match / image match, but the return of
this method is not as precise as the return of direct request measurement.
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Track download statistics in a recording
If you download a file during your recording, the following dialog box appears:

Select options for the downloaded file, as described next.

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Include download
time in statistic

Include the time required to download the file in the overall time for recording
this step.

Stop download after
specified size is
downloaded

Stop the download when it reaches the specified file size.

Verify name:

Compare the names of the recorded filename against the actual filename being
downloaded at the time of playback. If the names do not match, this transaction
step will be considered Down.

Verify size

Compare the size of the recorded downloaded file against the size of the file being
downloaded at the time of playback. If the sizes do not match, this transaction
step will be considered Down.

Due to a known issue, a navigation action is required between each
"partial" download.

Client certificates in WPM recordings
A secure web server can be configured to refuse clients that do not have a proper client certificate from a
trusted certification authority (CA). In such cases, the server asks the client to send its certificate before
performing any requests.
If the client certificate is signed by a trusted CA, the server does not care what the client is. If the Web
server requests a client certificate, it is necessary to export the client certificate from the Web browser and
place it in the Silk Performer certificate store to be used for recording and replay.
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Here is an overview about how WPM handles client certificates:

1. A transaction is recorded. If a page requests a client certificate, the recorder displays a dialog
displaying certificate selection.
2. The user selects a certificate and the name, issuer, and other identification data is saved into the
recording. The certificate itself is not stored.
3. When the recording is played back, WPM handles the certificate request when a page requests it;
the player searches for an existing certificate that matches the information stored in the recording.
The client certificate must already be present and available on the player machine.

4. If a matching certificate is found, WPM sends it to the page. If a matching certificate is not found, the
request is canceled and the page usually returns an Access Denied response.
To learn more, visit the SolarWinds online IT community, THWACK, and read Web Performance Monitor Client Certificate Authentication.

Create WPM recordings
Creating a recording is simple. Just start the recorder and perform the browser steps you would expect
your user or customer to do. You can edit these steps at any point.
To create a recording on a computer connected to the Orion Web Console:

1. Launch the WPM Recorder application.
2. Respond to the prompt about lowering security settings to run the recorder.
To learn more about WPM security, visit the SolarWinds Success Center and read Security
protocols used by WPM.

3. When the Login window appears, enter your Orion Web Console credentials.
If your Orion account does not have Admin-level WPM User Role permissions (see Adjust
Orion account settings for WPM) or you are working on a remote computer without a
connection to the Orion server, use Offline mode.
If your Orion account inherited Admin permission as part of an Active Directory (AD) group,
the AD account must be added as an Orion user. Otherwise, a "You must be a
WPM Administrator" message appears. See Configure automatic login.

4. Click Connect.
5. In the Web Transaction Recorder window, enter the URL of the web page you are recording.
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6. Click Record and begin the sequence. All browser actions are recorded, as displayed in the Time
Line pane on the right side of the recorder, as shown below:

To make corrections while recording:
l

Click Undo

to step back through any incorrect actions in the Time Line.

l

To edit a step, right-click the step in the Time Line and select a menu option.

New steps can be added between two existing actions or at the end of the last step in the recording.
The default timeout threshold for pages is 30 seconds. If you need to specify a longer time to wait, you can
insert a Wait command before or after a step. Wait times are not included in the recorded time for the
transactions.
To add Wait times:

1. Right-click on the step before or after which you want to insert a pause.
2. Select Insert Wait above or Insert Wait below.
3. Select the time to wait, and click OK.
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To remove an action:

1. Select the unnecessary action, and press the Delete key.
2. Click Yes to confirm the deletion when prompted.

To correct errors in text field actions:

1. Double-click the text field action in the Time Line pane.

2. Enter the corrected text in the Simple Text Input box, or enter the multi-variant text in the MultiVariant Text Input box, and then click OK.

When finished, click Stop

and the Web Transaction Recorder plays back the recording.

Create a recording in Offline mode
If your Orion account does not have Admin-level WPM User Role permissions (see Adjust Orion account
settings for WPM) or you are working on a remote computer without a connection to the Orion server, you
can use Offline Mode to create recordings.
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Although offline recordings cannot be saved or loaded to the Orion server, you can:
l
l

Export a recording to your local drive in XML format and then import it into the Orion Web Console
Import recordings into another remote recorder that is connected to the Orion Web Console and
then save it to the Orion server.

To create a recording in Offline Mode:

1. Launch the WPM Recorder application.
2. Respond to the prompt about lowering security settings to run the recorder.
To learn more about WPM security, visit the SolarWinds Success Center and read Security
protocols used by WPM.

3. In the Login window, click Work Offline.
4. In the Web Transaction Recorder window, enter the URL of the web page you are recording.
5. Click Record

and begin the sequence.

6. When finished, click Stop

and the Web Transaction Recorder plays back the recording.

Test and save WPM recordings
After you create a recording, you can play the entire recording or step through it. During playback, the
player times how long it takes each step to run. This information is used later to calculate typical timings
for the recording.
The Recorder automatically tests the recording when you save it.
l
l

To play an entire recording in the WPM Player, click Play
To play a recording step-by-step, click Step
and pauses. Repeat for each step.

.

. The recorder plays the next action in the sequence

If the server hosting the WPM Player is connected to the Orion server, you can save recordings directly to
the Orion server. You can also use the recorder to create a transaction from a new recording so you can
monitor it in the Orion Web Console, as well as Import WPM recordings or Export WPM recordings.
To save a recording to the Orion server:

1. Click Save

.

2. Provide the Recording name.
3. (Optional) Provide a Description.
4. (Optional) Select the "Open web console to create a monitor for this recording" option.
5. Click Save.
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Edit WPM recordings
In the Orion Web Console, the only change you can make to a recording is to change its name. However,
the WPM Recorder enables you to make additional changes. While you cannot add new browser actions,
you can delete existing actions, change the text input of text field actions, and edit or insert new Match
Content actions as required.
You must either save or export the recording to retain your changes. Also, If the recording you want
to edit is on the Orion server, you must first load it into the WPM Recorder.
To load a recording from the Orion server:

1. Click Open

.

2. Select the recording, and then click Open.
To delete an action:

1. Select the action.
2. Press the Delete key.
To change the text in Text Field Actions:

1. Double-click the text field action in the Time Line pane.
2. Enter the corrected text in the text box, and then click OK.
To change the text in Match Content Actions:

1. Double-click the Match Content action in the Time Line pane.
2. Enter the corrected text in the Enter text to match box, and then click OK.
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To change the name of a step or Insert a step below an existing step:
l

Right-click on a step in the Time Line and select an option from the popup menu.

To add wait time to a step to create an artificial pause in the recording:

1. Click Add Wait Time

.

2. Edit the time as needed, and click OK.

Export WPM recordings
It may not always be possible to establish a connection between a remote WPM Recorder and the Orion
server. To transfer recordings between a remote recorder and the Orion server, export the recordings to
.recording files on the local disk, and to then transfer them to their destination using e-mail, FTP, or
some other means.
To export a recording in the WPM Recorder:

1. Click File > Export.
2. Enter the file name for the recording, and then click Save.
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To export a recording from Orion Web Console.

1. In the Orion Web Console, click Settings> All Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Recordings.
2. On the Manage Recordings page, switch to the Recordings tab, if necessary.
3. Select the check box next to the recording and then click Export.

4. To password-protect the recording:
a. Select Yes, password protect this recording.
b. Enter the password in the Password and Confirm Password fields.
5. Click Export. The Orion Web Console downloads the file to the local drive with a .recording.
suffix.

Import WPM recordings
In offline mode, you cannot retrieve recordings directly from the Orion server. You can, however, open any
recordings that were exported as .recording files.

1. To import a recording using the Web Transaction Recorder, click File > Import.
2. To import a recording using the Web Console, click Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Recordings.
3. Browse and select the .recording file, and then click Open
4. If the recording is password-protected, enter the password, and then click OK.

Delete WPM recordings
You can delete recordings on the Manage Recordings page of the Orion Web Console.
All transactions using the deleted recording will also be deleted.

1. Click Settings > All Settings> WPM Settings > Manage Recordings.
2. Select the check boxes next to the recording(s) you want to delete.
3. Click Delete.
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Manage WPM transactions
After using the WPM Recorder to capture a series of steps that simulate typical actions taken by end users
of a web application, you can assign the recording to a player location to create a transaction.
Player locations are also called transaction locations in WPM. Both terms refer to recordings
assigned to specific locations.
Transactions are more than just recordings matched up with locations. The original recording is a raw file
but the transaction is an active monitor that performs web actions based on the steps in the file to gauge
performance. You can schedule transactions to play at regular intervals and set timing thresholds so WPM
triggers alerts in the Orion Web Console if transactions exceed their expected run time.
To learn more, see:
l
l
l
l

Create WPM transactions
Stop and start WPM transactions
Configure WPM transaction dependencies
Monitor WPM transactions in views and widgets

Create WPM transactions
You can create a transaction in the Orion Web Console by selecting a recording and then assigning it to a
location. Each transaction requires:
l

A recording created using the WPM Recorder and saved on the Orion server.

l

A player that is installed on a computer. (See Install a WPM Player.)

Add a transaction
To add a transaction, select a recording and assign it to a location by following these steps:

1. In the Orion Web Console, click Settings > WPM Settings.
2. Click Add a Transaction Monitor.
3. Select the Recording Name for the recording you want to monitor, and then click Next.
l

To import a recording you want to monitor, click Import, browse to the file, and click Import.

4. Select the Location Name where you want to play this recording, and then click Next.
l

If you need to add a location, see Add transaction locations.

After you select a recording and assign it to a location, define the properties for the transaction.

1. Enter a Description for the transaction.
2. Select the Playback interval to specify how frequently you want to play the transaction.
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3. Select the Set thresholds for each step in the transaction.
4. (Optional) To use a Proxy URL, click Advanced, and enter the proxy server address in the Proxy URL
field. A proxy server acts as an intermediary for requests from clients. A proxy server passes
requests and responses to the client application. For details, see Configure proxies for WPM.
5. To enable screen captures, click Advanced, and enable that option.
6. Click Next.
To improve transaction troubleshooting, set dependencies on transaction steps as well as
transactions, providing an increased level of granularity to isolate dependencies at the level of
single browser actions. See Configure WPM transaction dependencies.

Manage transaction locations
Transaction locations are places in your network or in the cloud where a WPM Player is installed. You can
use the Manage Transaction Locations page to add, edit, and delete playback locations.
If the SolarWinds NetPath feature is configured to monitor the path to your Exchange servers, the
same servers that act as NetPath probes can also be used as WPM playback locations.
To manage transaction locations in the Orion Web Console:

1. Click Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Player Locations.
2. On the Manage Transaction Locations page, switch to the Transaction Locations tab.

l

Hover over a Location Name to see the Location tool tip, or

l

Click the location to see the Location Details view.

Add transaction locations
Use the Manage Transaction Locations page to display existing transaction locations, as well as add, edit
and delete locations. Adding a transaction location registers that location with the Orion server.
To add a location on your network:

1. Click Settings >All Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Player Locations.
2. On the Manage Transaction Locations page, switch to the Transaction Locations tab.
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3. Click Add Location.
4. Select Install location on my network and click Next.
5. Perform one of the following actions:
l

Enter the IP Address or Hostname of the location, and then click Add to List; or

l

Select a location from the list of existing nodes.

You can select multiple locations if required.

6. Click Next.
7. To configure settings, you can either:
l

l

Select Use default settings, and enter a Player Name if you do not want it to be the same as the
Location Name; or,
Select Use advanced settings, and enter a Player Name, Player Port number, and Player
Password, as required.

8. Click Next.
9. When the default credential for the location appears, you can either:
l

l

Click Assign Credentials, to open the Assign Credential window where you can choose an
alternative credential, or click <New Credential> to set up a new credential; or
Click Test Credentials, to test the selected credential is valid.

10. Click Deploy Player, to use the selected credential.
11. The location is added to the list of locations. Select the location and click Next. The After you select a
recording and assign it to a location, define the properties for the transaction. tab of the Add
Transaction page is displayed.
To add a location to a cloud instance:

1. Click Add Location on the Manage Transaction Locations page.
2. Select Add a location in the cloud, and click Next.
3. Select the appropriate vendor from the list displayed, and then click Next.
4. Enter credentials for the cloud account.
5. Supply the information requested, which varies by cloud provider, to add the location is added.
6. After the location appears in the list of locations, select it, click Next, and enter values on the After
you select a recording and assign it to a location, define the properties for the transaction. tab of
the Add Transaction page.
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To learn about using Orion Platform products with cloud instances or VMs hosted by cloud
providers, see Deploy Orion Platform products to Amazon Web Services and Deploy Orion
Platform products to Microsoft Azure
To use an existing location:

1. Click Add Location on the Manage Transaction Locations page.
2. Select Add an existing location, and click Next.
3. Enter a name for the player in the Name for player at this location field.
4. To use server initiated communication, where the server-initiated player is passive and waits for
requests from the Orion server on a specified port:
a. Select Server initiated communication, and enter the IP Address or hostname where the player
is located.
b. Click Advanced if you need to add a Player Password, want to change the Player port from the
default of 17781, and/or Use proxy.
5. To use player initiated communication, which allows the player to actively initiate communication
with the Orion server on port 17782:
a. Select Player initiated communication, and select the Player from the dropdown.
b. Click Advanced, if you want to assign this player to a polling engine.
Firewall/NAT configuration is simplified because the player actively connects to the
polling server using a HTTP(S) protocol. MSPs and larger distributed deployments may
prefer this option.

6. Click Submit.
7. After the location is added to the list of locations, you can select it and click Next to display the After
you select a recording and assign it to a location, define the properties for the transaction. tab on
the Add Transaction page.

Configure proxies for WPM
A proxy server acts as an intermediary for requests from clients by passing requests and responses to the
client application. You can configure proxies for individual WPM transaction locations (as described next),
for transactions, or for an entire WPM Player. You can also set up authentication for proxy connections.

Configure proxies per WPM transaction location
To configure a WPM Player located on a remote server with a proxy to communicate with the main Orion
server for remote monitoring:

1. In the Orion Web Console, navigate to Settings > All Settings > WPM Settings.
2. Click Manage Player Locations.
3. Select an existing location and click Edit.
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4. On the Edit Transaction Location page, enter the proxy server URL to connect the Orion server to the
WPM remote player's location.
The Orion server is called the "WPM server" on this page.

5. Select a WPM server communication type.
6. Under "Remotely send changes to this player", select the Update player settings check box.

7. Test the connection.
8. Click Submit.
You can update remote player passwords and ports by editing the location details page:

Configure a proxy per transaction
You can set transactions to be played using a connection through a proxy server by configuring a player
location to use the proxy setting to connect to the remote website being monitored. The group policy Proxy
Settings per User must be allowed for transaction proxies to work. This is allowed by default on the
computer that hosts the WPM Player.
To set a proxy per transaction:

1. Ensure that the Make proxy settings per-machine (rather than per-user) group policy is not enabled
on the player machine.
2. Run Gpedit.msc
3. In the left pane, expand Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows
Components.
4. Select Internet Explorer.
5. In the right pane, double-click Make proxy settings per-machine (rather than per-user).
6. Select Not Configured and click OK.
7. Run Gpupdate /force.
8. Restart the WPM Playback Player service.
9. Go to the Transaction edit page and expand the Advanced section.
10. Provide a complete Proxy URL that uses this format: http://123.123.123.123:8080
11. Save the transaction.
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Configure a web proxy for the WPM Player
If you do not want to define proxy per transactions, you can define it for the whole Player. Configure the
web proxy in a supported browser and then change the computer settings to make the proxy settings permachine instead of per-user.
To configure a web proxy for the WPM Player:

1. Run Gpedit.msc
2. In the left pane, expand Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows
Components.
3. Select Internet Explorer.
4. In the right pane, double-click Make proxy settings per-machine (rather than per-user).
5. Select Enabled and click OK.
6. Run Gpupdate /force.
7. Restart the WPM Playback Player service.
8. Configure Internet Explorer to use a web proxy.
If the proxy is defined “per-machine,” any setting that is defined “per-transaction” through the
transaction edit page is ignored.

Proxy authentication
Proxy credentials must be captured in the recording and cannot be added on the Transaction Settings
page. Only the proxy URL can be set on the Transaction Settings page.
To ensure that the recorder always prompts for a user name and password for sites behind a proxy that
requires authentication:

1. Run the recorder under a local user account instead of a domain account.
2. Disable the Integrated Windows Authentication setting in Internet Explorer and restart Internet
Explorer.
Credentials do not need to be captured in a recording if the player uses Active Directory accounts
for WPM worker processes, but SEUM-User accounts must have permission to access the proxy.
See also Disabling Windows authentication for players.

Active Directory authentication against proxy
If using Active Directory authentication for a proxy, credentials are not required to be included in
recordings. The player location worker processes must use domain accounts and Integrated Windows
Authentication must be enabled on the remote website.
To enable domain accounts for player worker processes, manually configure the
SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Service.exe configuration file in the WPM Player installation folder. The
default location is C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player.
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A transaction with proxy settings employed can be played on any available WPM worker process. All
accounts used for worker processes must be allowed access to the proxy.

Set thresholds
The default threshold timing values for a WPM transaction are based on the step timings measured when
a recording was saved:
l

Typical Value: the initial step timing

l

Warning: Twice the initial step timing (triggers alerts)

l

Critical: Four times the initial step timing (triggers alerts)

The Typical Value is plotted as a benchmark for comparison with actual timings, as shown in the following
example:

You can adjust timing thresholds for transactions played back from drastically different geographical
locations. For example, if you run a transaction on a WPM Player that is 100 miles away from the original
recording location, the default threshold timings are probably sensible. However, if the player is 2,000
miles away, consider raising timing thresholds to account for the added network latency.
To configure thresholds for WPM transactions:

1. Navigate to My Dashboards > Transactions Summary.
2. Click a transaction in the All Transactions widget.
3. Click Edit on the Management line.

4. On the Edit Transaction Monitor page, edit threshold values as necessary and click Save.
Thresholds are not required to create a transaction.
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Importing recordings as transactions
To add a recording that cannot connect to the Orion, export the recording from the Recorder as a
.recording file and then transfer it to a computer that can access the Orion Web Console. Transfer the
file by e-mail, FTP, flash drive, or some other method.
After transferring the .recording file, you can use the Import command on the Add Transaction page to
add the recording to the Orion server.

Adding transactions in Discovery Central
Discovery Central provides a centralized overview of the types and number of network objects you are
monitoring with currently installed Orion Platform products. Accessible via the Settings option in the Orion
Web Console, Discovery Central provides a centralized overview of the types and number of network
objects you are monitoring with your currently installed Orion platform products.
Discovery Central provides an alternative method of setting up transactions. To learn, click Adding
Transactions in Discovery Central and follow the onscreen instructions.

Group-related transactions, transaction steps or locations
You can use Groups to logically organize monitored objects, regardless of device type or location for
alerting or reporting purposes. Groups can contain any SolarWinds objects that report a status, including
transactions and even other groups. You create, delete, and modify groups from the Manage Groups page.
To learn more about Groups, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.
Nesting a group within another does not create a strict parent/child relationship. You can include
any group as a member in any number of other groups.

1. In the Orion Web Console, click Settings in the top right of the page.
2. Click Manage Groups in the Node & Group Management grouping of the Website Administration
page.
3. Click Add New Group.
4. Enter a Name and Description for the transaction group.
5. Select Transactions from the Show Only dropdown, and select [No Grouping] from the Group by
dropdown.
6. Check the transactions to be added to the group.
You can use these steps to create groups of Transaction Steps or Player Locations by changing the
selection made in step 6.
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Stop and start WPM transactions
You may want to play transactions only at certain times for any number of reasons, including avoiding
scheduled maintenance or retrieving data only for normal business hours. When transactions are stopped,
you are not alerted when transactions fail and you'll have no down time associated with scheduled
maintenance.
You can manage transactions via the Orion Web Console as needed, or on a regular schedule using the
SolarWinds Unmanage Scheduling utility, available in the SolarWinds Customer Portal. For details, see:
l
l

Manage transactions through the Orion Web Console
Manage transactions with the Unmanage Scheduling Utility

If you unmanage a transaction, you stop its playback. Remanaging a transaction reenables transaction
playback. To learn more about the Unmanage Scheduling utility, see the Orion Platform Administrator
Guide.

Manage transactions through the Orion Web Console
Managing transactions from the web console is recommended if you need to stop a playback immediately
or for a single occurrence. For transactions to be stopped and started on a schedule, use the Unmanage
Scheduling Utility.
In the Orion Web Console, click Settings > WPM Settings > Manage Transaction Monitors to access the
Manage Transaction Monitors page.
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To stop a transaction from being played:

1. Select the transaction by checking the box next to the transaction name.
2. Click Unmanage.
3. Choose the time period for the transaction to be stopped.
4. Click OK.
To start playback of a stopped transaction:

1. Select the unmanaged transaction by clicking the check box next to the transaction name.
2. Click Remanage.

Manage transactions with the Unmanage Scheduling Utility
Starting and stopping transactions on a schedule is done using the Unmanage Scheduling Utility.
Your Orion account must have Admin-level WPM User Role permissions to schedule transactions.
See Adjust Orion account settings for WPM.
To schedule transactions to be stopped:

1. To access the Unmanage Scheduling Utility, navigate to Start > All Programs > SolarWinds Orion >
Advanced Features > Unmanage Scheduling Utility.
2. Select either Create New Task, or open an existing task by clicking Edit Existing Task.
3. Click Add Items.
4. If required, group transactions by selecting a filter from the Group by drop-down menu.
5. Click on the Transactions tab.
6. Select the check boxes for the transactions you want to schedule to be unmanaged.
7. Click Add.
8. Select the length of time you would like the selected transactions to be stopped.
9. Click OK.
10. (Optional) Click Save Task to save these selections for future use.
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After you select transactions to be stopped, those transactions appear in the left pane of the page.

To view the details of a selected transaction's schedule in the Task Item Properties pane, select the check
box next to the transaction name.
From this view, you can change the settings of transaction's schedule by selecting a transaction and
clicking Set Duration. Additionally, you can delete transactions from the unmanage schedule by selecting
them and clicking Delete Checked Items.
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It is possible to create a conflict of schedules if you choose the same transaction to be stopped
using both the Orion Web Console and the Unmanage Scheduling Utility with different durations.

Configure WPM transaction dependencies
You can use the SolarWinds Orion Platform Manage Dependencies feature to associate objects in a parentchild relationship that shows one object has a dependency on another. WPM lets you set dependencies on
transaction steps as well as transactions, providing you with an increased level of granularity to isolate
dependencies at the level of single browser actions.
For the purposes of WPM, dependencies are useful in conjunction with NPM and SAM for tying nodes and
applications to transactions and transaction steps to facilitate troubleshooting. This means that you can
view the status of nodes and applications associated with a transaction or transaction step using the
following widgets in the Transaction Details and Step Details views to see how their performances are
affecting the transaction or an individual step:
l

Transaction Application Dependencies

l

Transaction Node Dependencies

l

Step Application Dependencies

l

Step Node Dependencies

You can also set up dependencies to reduce unnecessary alerts from child objects when only the parent
object is experiencing problems. For example, if you have 50 devices at a remote site connected to one
server, you do not want to be swamped with 50 alert messages from these if the server went down. By
specifying that each device is dependent on the server, these devices would be shown as Unreachable if
the parent server went down, and any alerts triggered by Down status would therefore be suppressed for
these devices.
There are two ways to set up dependencies:
l
l

Create dependencies when adding transactions
Create dependencies on the Manage Dependencies page

To learn more about managing dependencies, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.

Create dependencies when adding transactions
To create dependencies between transactions and nodes or applications when setting up transactions:

1. When Create WPM transactions. select the "Improve troubleshooting by associating nodes or
applications to this web transaction" option.
2. Click Add nodes.
3. Select the node(s) to associate with this transaction, and click Save.
4. Click Add applications.
5. Select the application(s) associate with this transaction, and click Save.
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6. (Optional) To add nodes and applications to individual steps in this transaction, click Set individual
dependencies for steps.
7. Click Save Monitor.
The Manage Transaction Monitors page displays the related nodes and related applications.

Edit transaction and transaction step dependencies
Transaction and Transaction Step Dependencies created this way appear on the Manage Dependencies
page. By default, they are created with "Transaction dependency" and "Transaction Step dependency" as
the Dependency Name, and with the node or application as the Parent and the transaction or transaction
step as the Child. To learn about managing dependencies, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.

Create dependencies on the Manage Dependencies page
The Manage Dependencies page enables you to create a parent-child dependency between any two Orion
objects, including Player locations, transactions, and transaction steps.
To create a dependency:

1. Click Settings in the top right of the Orion Web Console.
2. Click Manage Dependencies in the Node & Group Management grouping.
3. Click Add new dependency.
4. On the Select Parent page, complete the following steps:
a. Use the Show only: and Group by: selection fields to customize the list of displayed objects and
groups.
The properties listed in the Group by: selection field are dynamic.

b. Select the parent object or group in the main pane, and then click Next.
If you want to define a dependency so that the reported states of child objects are
dependent on the status of multiple parent objects, create a group including all parent
objects, and then select it on this view.

5. On the Choose Child page:
a. Edit the Dependency name, as appropriate.
b. Use the Show only: and Group by: selection fields to customize the list of displayed objects and
groups.
Properties listed in the Group by: selection field are dynamically dependent on the
selection in the Show only: field.

c. Select the child object or group in the main pane, and then click Next.
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If you want to define a dependency so that the reported states of multiple child objects are
dependent on the status of one or more parent objects, create a group including all child
objects, and then select it on this view.

6. On the Review Dependency page, review the current settings for the configured dependency.
l

l

If any advanced alerts are configured on parent or child objects, they will be listed on this
view. Click + to expand alert details.
If a parent object is down, alerts configured on any child object in a dependency will not
trigger because the child object status is Unreachable.

7. Click Submit to accept the dependency definition.
To learn more about managing dependencies, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.
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Monitor WPM transactions in views and widgets
You can display different views of WPM information in the Orion Web Console to access a variety of
information about WPM transactions. Each view is made up of graphs, charts, or tables — collectively
known as Widgets — pertaining to that view. If you have Administrator rights, you can add, remove, edit, or
delete widgets to show the data you want in the way most useful to you. You can also add tabs to divide
views into smaller pages.
To monitor transactions, use the following WPM views:
l
l
l
l

Transaction Summary view
Transaction Details view
Transaction Step Details view
Location Details view

In these WPM views, you can click the Map icon in the left menu to access View monitored entities on
Orion Maps auto-generated in the Orion Web Console, a troubleshooting tool that provides a visual
representation of physical and logical relationships between entities.

Transaction Summary view
This view displays information about your WPM transactions, and can be used to drill down into details
about individual transactions, transaction steps and locations. If you require more detail about any
transaction, step, or location, click the item name within any widget to open the appropriate details view.

Transaction Details view
This view displays information about a selected transaction, and can be used to drill down into details
about individual transaction steps and the player location. Click the step or location name within any
widget to see the appropriate details view.

Step Details view
This view displays information about a selected transaction step. You can customize this view by adding or
removing widgets, adding or removing columns in which widgets are displayed, changing the title of the
view or any of the widgets on it, adding navigation tabs, and adding view limitations.

Location Details view
This view displays information about a specific player location, including alerts, types by status and
transaction availability.
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Use Orion Platform solutions with WPM
SolarWinds WPM is an Orion Platform product that offers common features between modules, including:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Manage Orion Web Console user accounts
Status icons
Widgets
Custom properties
Reporting
AppStack Environment
Orion Maps

Manage Orion Web Console user accounts
Users need an Orion Web Console account to perform actions in your SolarWinds product, such as
acknowledging alerts. Default account views and privileges are assigned in the account manager.
You may not need to grant all users accounts if they only need to review reports or access views. See Share
views with non-Orion Web Console users for more information.
Add users individually, add group accounts, or use Active Directory accounts. If a user is in multiple group
accounts, the permissions of the group highest on the Groups tab of the Account Manager are applied to
the user. By default SolarWinds uses MSAPI to authenticate Active Directory users, but you can
authenticate users with LDAP.
To prevent issues with accounts, make sure that your SQL Server disables the no count connection
option.
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Create users
Before you begin, consider what tasks the user must perform, and what views and menu bars are most
suitable.
Users created using default settings can log in to the Orion Web Console and see information available in
views, resources, and reports. For administration and customization tasks, users need extra rights.

TASK
Add and edit user accounts and reset
passwords.

ACCESS
(SELECT YES FOR THIS OPTION OR DO AS INSTRUCTED)
Allow Administrator Rights

SolarWinds recommends that
you do not allow users to
change their own Orion Web
Console account passwords.
Add, edit, and delete nodes.

Allow Node Management Rights

Enable/disable monitoring elements.

Allow Account to Unmanage Objects

Add, edit, schedule, and delete
reports.

Allow Report Management Rights

Add, edit, and delete alerts.

Allow Alert Management Rights
To only allow some actions, keep No in Allow Alert Management
rights and Allow items in the Alerts section as appropriate.
SolarWinds does not recommend enabling Alert
Management Rights when a user account is set to expire.
When the account expires, any alert the account created
will behave erratically.

Customize views.

Allow Account to Customize Views

Access only a set of devices (type,
location, department, and so on).

Click Add Limitation and define the limitation.
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1. Log in to the Orion Web Console, and click Settings > All Settings.
2. Click Manage Accounts in the User Accounts grouping, and click Add New Account on the Individual
Accounts tab.

3. Select Orion individual account, and click Next.

4. Provide the account credentials, and click Next.
5. On Define Settings, provide rights so that the user can perform assigned tasks, select default views
and menu bars, and then click Submit.
The user account is listed in the Individual Accounts tab.

Create users based on existing Active Directory or local domain accounts
Users can use their existing Active Directory credentials to log in to the Orion Web Console, so you do not
need to manage an extra user account.
l

You must enable Windows Account Login in the Orion Web Console.

l

1. Click Settings > All Settings, and in Product Specific Settings, click Web Console Settings.
2. In Windows Account Login, select Enable automatic login, and click Submit.
To maintain administrative privileges, individual and group Windows user accounts must be
defined in the same domain as the SolarWinds server they can access.
Only Security AD groups are supported. Distribution Groups are not supported.

l

1. Log in to Orion Web Console, and click Settings > All Settings.
2. Click Manage Accounts in the User Accounts grouping, and click Add New Account.
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3. Select Windows individual account or Windows group account, and click Next.

4. Provide the credentials for an account with administrative access to the Active Directory or local
domain, and click Next.
5. If a system account is available, you can use it. Select Use [Account Name] account to access Active
Directory or Local Domain, and click Test Active Directory.
l
l

You may need to specify the credentials manually.
This option is not available when LDAP is enabled. You must specify credentials
manually.

6. To specify the credentials manually, select Specify credentials to access the Active Directory or Local
Domain, and provide the credentials.
7. Search for the Active Directory or local domain account.
To search for all users or groups in the domain, enter domain name\* and click Search.

8. Select the appropriate users in the Add Users area, and click Next.
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9. On Define Settings, provide rights so that the user can perform assigned tasks, select default views
and menu bars, and then click Submit.
Users can now log in to the Orion Web Console using their local domain or Active Directory credentials.
If you use Active Directory, users can also automatically login with their Windows credentials.

Change account passwords
When you log in to the Orion Web Console for the first time, SolarWinds recommends that you change the
password for the Admin account.
Only users with administrator rights can change the password.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console, and click Settings > All Settings.
2. Click Manage Accounts in the User Accounts grouping.
3. Select a user, and click Change Password.

4. Enter and confirm the new password, and click Change Password.

Enable users to authenticate through LDAP
You can choose to have all of your AD users authenticate through LDAP. The Orion server does not need to
be added to the Windows domain with this authentication method. All authentication requests will uses
the domain you save, even if the Orion server is part of a different domain.
We do not support Anonymous authentication through LDAP.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. Click Advanced AD Settings in the User Accounts grouping.
4. Toggle Authenticate Active Directory Users via LDAP.
5. Enter your LDAP server information and select the authentication method that matches what is used
in LDAP.
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Click Discover DN to fill in the distinguished name (DN) of the AD domain automatically. If the
DN field does not populate, verify that the Directory Server Address is correct.
Windows individual accounts now use LDAP. If you created Orion Web Console accounts that use Active
Directory or local accounts and those accounts cannot authenticate through LDAP, those accounts cannot
login.
If you disable this selection, Windows users or group members created while it was enabled cannot login.

Define what users can access and do
Each user or group account can have different privileges applied to it, such as the ability to modify alert
definitions or delete nodes.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. Click Manage Accounts in the User Accounts grouping.
4. Select an account, and click Edit.
5. Specify the login options.

LOGIN OPTION

SETTING

Should the user be able to log
in immediately?

Set Account Enabled to Yes.
l

l

Disabling an account does not delete it. Account
definitions and details are stored in the SolarWinds
Orion database and can be enabled later.
When you disable an account that was used to
create alerts, the alerts' Owner field is permanently
cleared, but the alerts operate as normal.

Should the user be able to log
in only temporarily?

Specify the expiration date.

Should the user be logged in
indefinitely even if the browser
is closed?

Select Yes for the Disable Session Timeout option. Session
timeouts are global and set in Web Console Settings.
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By default, new user accounts are configured to timeout
automatically.

6. Specify what tasks the user should be able to do.

TASK
Add and edit user accounts and
reset passwords.
SolarWinds recommends that
you do not allow users to
change their own Orion Web
Console account passwords.

ACCESS
(SELECT YES FOR THIS OPTION OR DO AS INSTRUCTED)
Allow Administrator Rights
Granting administrator rights does not assign the Admin
menu bar to a user. For more information, see Set default
menu bars and views for users.

Add, edit, and delete nodes.

Allow Node Management Rights

Create, edit, and delete maps in the
Network Atlas.

Allow Map Management Rights

Add, edit, schedule, and delete
reports.

Allow Report Management Rights

Add, edit, and delete alerts.

Allow Alert Management Rights

To only allow access to some reports, select the report
category the user can access.

To only allow some actions, keep No in Allow Alert
Management rights and Allow items in the Alerts section as
appropriate.
To only access some alerts, select the category the user can
access, or No Limitation.
SolarWinds does not recommend enabling Alert
Management Rights when a user account is set to
expire. When the account expires, any alert the
account created will behave erratically.

Customize views.

Allow Account to Customize Views
By default, customized view creation is not allowed. Changes
made to a view are seen by all other users that have been
assigned the same view.

Enable/disable monitoring, or stop
triggering alerts for monitored
entities.

Allow Account to Unmanage Objects & Mute Alerts

Acknowledge and clear events,
advanced alerts, and Syslogs.

Allow Account to Clear Events, Acknowledge Alerts and
Syslogs
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7. If you want the user to use additional browser functions, such as right-click menu options, set Allow
Browser Integration to Yes.
Right-click menu options also depend on installing the SolarWinds Desktop Toolset and
running the Toolset Integration Tray application on each client computer.

8. Provide the maximum Number of Items in the Breadcrumb List.
To show all available items in breadcrumb drop-downs, set this option to 0.

9. Click Submit.
New account settings are applied when a user next logs in.
The user account also controls the default menu bars and views, and how much of your network they can
access through the Orion Web Console.

Set default menu bars and views for users
The items users see in My Dashboards and in Alerts & Activity are specified in their user accounts.
Improve performance by setting the Home Page View to a view with a limited number of resources
on it.

1. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
2. In the User Accounts grouping, click Manage Accounts.
3. Select a user, and click Edit.
4. Scroll down to Default Menu Bars and Views, and select top menu bars from the lists.

5. Select Yes for the items the user will see in the Alerts & Activity menu bar.
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6. Select an item and use the arrows to change the order of menu bars. Select an item from the list to
specify the default Home page view.

7. Click Submit.
The user can now use the specified links in My Dashboards and Alerts & Activity menu bars.
New account settings are applied when a user next logs in.
You can set default view for feature-specific views, such as hardware health or F5, or for product-specific
view, such as VSAN or Application Details.

Limit users to specific network areas
Account limitations ensure that Orion Web Console users only view the network objects that are relevant to
their job duties.
You can use account limitations in the following ways:
l

Limit customer views to specific network nodes

l

Limit views by department or functional area

l

Limit views by device type or device role

l

Limit views based on the geographic location of devices

Predefined account limitations use built-in SolarWinds Orion properties to limit user access. For greater
flexibility, you can create your own account limitations in the Account Limitation Builder, based on custom
properties.

Restrict user access to network areas by applying limitations
Account limitations restrict user access to specific network areas or withhold certain types of information
from designated users.
To limit user access, apply a limitation on the user account, and specify the network area the user can
access. Depending on the limitation, you can use logical operators and wildcards.
Pattern limitations can have a negative impact on performance and are error prone.
If the default limitations are not enough, you can create limitations based on custom properties, and
apply them on user accounts.
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l
l

Group limitations are not applied until after the group availability is calculated.
Because SolarWinds NetFlow Traffic Analyzer (NTA) initially caches account limitations, it may
take up to a minute for account limitations to take effect in SolarWinds NTA.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. In the User Accounts grouping, click Manage Accounts.
4. Edit an individual or group account.
a. Click Add Limitation in the Account Limitations section.
b. Select the type of limitation to apply, and click Continue.
c. Define the limitation, and click Submit.
The limitation will be added to the Edit Account page.

5. Click Submit.
When the user logs back in, the account respects the limitations applied to it.

Patterns for limitations
When restricting user access to network areas, you can specify the limitation with patterns using OR, AND,
EXCEPT, and NOT operators with _ and * as wildcards if the limitation allows pattern matching.
Patterns are not case sensitive.
You may also group operators using parentheses, as in the following example.

(*foo* EXCEPT *b*) AND (*all* OR *sea*) matches seafood and footfall, but not football
or Bigfoot.

Create limitations based on custom properties
You can define the part of a monitored network that users can access based on custom properties, and
create custom limitations. Custom limitations are added to the list of available limitation types that you can
apply on individual user accounts. After you create the limitation, you must edit accounts to use the
limitation, and then select how the account is restricted.
l

Before you start, plan how you want to limit the user access, and create custom properties.

l

This procedure requires access to the computer that hosts the Orion server.

1. Click Start > All Programs > SolarWinds Orion > Grouping and Access Control > Account Limitation
Builder.
2. Click Start on the splash screen.
3. Click Add Limitation.
4. Select a Custom Property. The fields are populated automatically based on your selection.
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5. Choose a Selection Method.
This is the selection format that will appear when you are choosing values for the account
limitation in the Orion Web Console.

Pattern matching is the most powerful selection, but it is also the selection most prone to
errors when restricting access and impacts performance.
6. Click OK.
Your account limitation is added to the top of the table view. You may now apply the limitation on user
accounts to restrict user access to monitored objects in the Orion Web Console.

Delete account limitations
Deleting a limitation makes it unavailable for future use in the Orion Web Console. If the limitation is
applied to user accounts, the accounts will remain limited.
This procedure requires access to the computer that hosts the Orion server.

1. Start the Account Limitation Builder in the SolarWinds Orion > Grouping and Access Control program
folder.
2. Click Start on the splash screen.
3. Click the row of the limitation that you want to delete.
Use <Shift+Click> to highlight multiple consecutive rows or <Ctrl+Click> to highlight multiple
non-consecutive rows.

4. Click Edit > Delete Selected Limitations.
The limitation is now unavailable for limiting user accounts in the Orion Web Console.
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Configure automatic login
You can log in automatically to the Orion Web Console using any of the following methods.
Use a Windows Active Directory Account
Create users based on active directory or local domain accounts, and enable automatic login for
users logged in to the server. See Create users based on existing Active Directory or local domain
accounts.
Windows authentication must be enabled in the Configuration Wizard and the Web Console
Settings. See Enable Windows Authentication with Active Directory.
Automatically log in with Windows Pass-through Security
Users can be authenticated through Windows Security, with no need to log in with separate
credentials. For more information, see Log in with Windows pass-through security.
Share content to non-SolarWinds users with the DirectLink account
If the DirectLink account is active, any URL referring directly to an Orion Web Console page will
bypass the login page by logging the user into the DirectLink account. See Share views with nonOrion Web Console users.
Pass-through user credentials in a URL
See Automatically login by passing your credentials through the URL.
Users are authenticated in the following priority:

1. Windows Active Directory Authentication when enabled
2. The Account or User ID and Password passed on the URL
3. The Account or User ID and Password entered on the login.aspx page
4. The Windows User if Pass-through Security is enabled
5. The Windows Domain to which the User belongs, for example, Development\Everyone
6. A DirectLink Account

Enable Windows Authentication with Active Directory
The Orion Web Console can authenticate Active Directory users and users who are members of Active
Directory security groups by using MSAPI or LDAP. By default, Windows individual or group accounts use
MSAPI to authenticate accounts.
You can only use one authentication protocol at a time. All Windows accounts are authenticated through
MSAPI or LDAP, depending on which one is enabled.
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SolarWinds offers a free analyzer tool for Active Directory that provides instantaneous visibility into
effective permissions and access rights. The tool provides a complete hierarchical view of the
effective permissions access rights for a specific file folder (NTSF) or share drive. Download it for
free from here: http://www.solarwinds.com/products/freetools/permissions_analyzer_for_active_
directory/.
Authenticate users through MSAPI

1. Enable the Orion Web Console to use automatic Windows Authentication.
a. Start the Configuration Wizard in the SolarWinds Orion > Configuration and Auto-Discovery
program folder.
b. Select Website, and click Next.
c. Provide the appropriate IP Address, Port, and Website Root Directory, and select Yes - Enable
Automatic Login Using Windows Authentication.
d. Click Next, and complete the Configuration Wizard.
2. Log in to the Orion Web Console using the appropriate domain and user, providing Domain\User
name or Username@Domain as the User Name.
3. Run the Configuration Wizard and enable Windows authentication.
4. Login to the Orion Web Console, and navigate to Settings > All Settings. In Web Console Settings,
select Enable automatic login in the Windows Account Login drop-down.
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Supported Active Directory scenarios
The following Active Directory login scenarios are supported for SolarWinds products using the latest
version of the Orion Platform.
l

l

l

Use a group account from the domain where the Orion Platform product server is located.
This group contains a user from the trusted domain. Log in with this user.
Use a group account from the domain where the Orion Platform product server is located.
This domain is trusted by the domain in which the Orion server is located. This group
contains a user from the domain of the Orion server. Log in with this user.
Active Directory authentication is performed by the web service. If you need to authenticate
users from an AD forest other the one to which your primary SolarWinds server belongs, you
must have an Additional Web Server in the AD forest wherein the users to be authenticated
exist.

SCENARIO

Login with "Orion Server"
domain AD account

WEB CONSOLE
LOGIN SUPPORTED?

LOCAL LOGIN
REQUIRED?

NETWORK
ATLAS AND
UNMANAGE
UTILITY LOGIN
SUPPORTED?

Yes

No

Yes

LogonFallback must be
enabled.

Login with "Orion Server"
domain Group AD account
Login with trusted domain AD
user

No

Login with trusted domain AD
Group User
Login with "Orion Server"
domain Group AD account
(group user belongs to
1
trusted domain)
Login with trusted domain
Group AD account (group
user belongs to "Orion
2
Server" domain)
Login with AD user or Group
user from a foreign AD forest

No

Yes, when LDAP is
enabled
No, without an
Additional Website3
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N/A

Enable LogonFallback

LogonFallback must be enabled when the Active Directory user of the Orion Web Console does not have
local login rights to the web server.

1. Locate the file web.config on the server hosting your Orion Web Console.
The default location is c:\inetpub\SolarWinds\.
2. Create a backup of web.config.
3. Locate row <add key="LogonFallback" value="false" />.
4. Set value="true".
5. Save web.config.
6. Restart your SolarWinds website in Internet Information Services Manager.

Log in with Windows pass-through security
To authenticate users through Windows pass-through security, IIS NT Security must be enabled on your
server.
Pass-through security can be configured to employ Domain security, Local computer security, or both
Domain and Local computer security at the same time.
The Orion Platform account credentials must match the credentials used for the Domain or Local computer
security.
l
l

This procedure requires access to the computer that hosts the Orion server.
When authenticating users with Windows Security, ensure your Orion server uses the NetBIOS
domain name, instead of the fully qualified domain name.

1. If you are using NT Domain Authentication Format for pass-through accounts, create these passthrough accounts in the Orion Web Console Account Manager using Domain\UserID as the User
Name. For example:
l
l

Washington\Edward
StLouis\Bill

2. If you are using Local Computer Authentication Format for pass-through accounts, create these
accounts in the Orion Web Console Account Manager using Computer\UserID as the User Name. For
example:
l
l

SolarWindsS2\Edward
Server3\JonesR

3. Start the Internet Information Services Manager, enable Windows Authentication for the SolarWinds
NetPerfMon website, and restart Internet Services.
Log in to the Orion Web Console using the Windows account credentials you have already established.
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Share views with non-Orion Web Console users
Any URL referring directly to a Orion Web Console page bypasses the login screen, logging the user into
the DirectLink account. If the DirectLink account does not exist, users are directed to the login page.
l

l

The DirectLink account is created like any other account, and it can include custom views and
account limitations.
If you embed a view in another website, you may need to either disable cross-frame (X-Frame)
protection in your IIS configuration, or add the website to the X-Frame-Options header in IIS.
SolarWinds enables cross-frame protection by default to decrease security risks. Consult
microsoft.com for more information.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. In the User Accounts grouping, click Manage Accounts.
4. Click Add New Account.
5. Type DirectLink as the User Name.
6. Type a Password, confirm it, and click Next.
7. Edit DirectLink account options. See Define what users can access and do.
8. Click Submit.
Users can now look at views without an account on the Orion Web Console.

Automatically login by passing your credentials through the URL
Create a favorite or bookmark that includes your Orion individual account user name and password as
parameters within the URL.
HTTP requests are not encrypted, so account information sent in HTTP requests are not secure. For
more information about enabling HTTPS on your Orion Platform product server, consult
www.microsoft.com.
Create a favorite with a link in the following form to pass the login information:

http://DOMAIN/Orion/Login.aspx?AccountID=USER&Password=PASSWORD
Provide the hostname or IP address of your Orion server as the DOMAIN. Provide your Orion user name as
the USER, and then provide your Orion user account password as the PASSWORD.

Use local domain accounts in WPM
WPM can be used with local domain accounts to give recordings appropriate privileges when played back
in a domain environment. Note the following details about domain accounts:
l

To maintain administrative privileges, individual and group Windows user accounts must be defined
in the same domain as the SolarWinds Orion server they can access. See Manage Orion Web
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Console user accounts.
l

The number of domain accounts needed is based on the numWorkerProcesses entry in
SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Service.exe.config. The default on the main Orion server is 2
workers and on remote players, the default is 7.
Windows authentication must be enabled in the Web Console Settings. See Enable Windows
Authentication with Active Directory.

To use local domain accounts in WPM:

1. Browse to C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player.
2. Right click on SolarWinds.SEUM.AgentDomainConfigurationTool.exe and select "Run as
administrator".
3. Select the "Enable domain accounts for playbacks" option.
4. Complete the "Domain name:" field with the FQDN of the domain.
5. Add the user accounts (just the name, do not include the domain in this field) and passwords.
6. Click Save.

Status icons
Orion Platform modules, including WPM, use the following icons as status indicators in Orion Web Console
widgets (formerly called "resources"). For alerts and events, additional information is provided with the
icon in the widget.

Status indicators
The following table lists Orion icons with associated status indications, status types, and numerical status
identifiers:
Status levels of type Ignore are not displayed in any status roll-up mode.

I
CON

STATUS INDICATION
Node or Interface is Down (Polling request timed-out)

Error

2

Shutdown

Error

4

Lower Layer Down

Error

8

Unreachable

Error

12

Node is in a Warning state (dropped packets or down
interface)

Warning
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I
CON

STATUS INDICATION
Critical

Warning

14

Mixed Availability

Warning

15

Misconfigured

Warning

16

Could Not Poll

Warning

17

Unconfirmed

Warning

19

Polling Engine Shutdown, Monitoring Stopped, System Error, Warning
or Fail Over

--

System Warning; Node, Interface, or Volume Changed;
Interface Reappeared; Network Baseline Started/Finished

Warning

--

Node or Interface is Up

OK

1

Dormant

OK

6

Active

OK

22

Inactive

OK

24

Expired

OK

25

Unknown

Ignore

0

Node or Interface is Unmanaged

Ignore

9

Interface is Unplugged but not Down

Ignore

10

Node is defined as External

Ignore

11

Monitoring Disabled

Ignore

26

Disabled

Ignore

27

Not Licensed

Ignore

28

Informational; Volume Reappeared

N/A

--

Monitoring Started, NPM Service Started, or Fail Back

N/A

--

(Node is not monitored by Orion NPM, but an application on
the node may be monitored by Orion APM.)
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I
CON

STATUS INDICATION
Node, Interface, or Volume Removed

N/A

--

N/A

--

Interface or Volume Added (Web Console)

N/A

--

Node Rebooted

N/A

--

Interface Enabled

N/A

--

Interface Remapped

N/A

--

Volume Remapped

N/A

--

Interface or Volume Disappeared

N/A

--

Interface Shutdown
Node Added
Interface or Volume Added (System Manager)

Status rollup mode
In the Web Console, the Status Roll-up Mode designates how the availability status of a group of nodes is
displayed. Three options are available for the case when there are objects at different status levels in a
selected group:
Show Best Status is most useful for displaying groups that are defined as collections of redundant or
backup devices. The following table indicates how the Show Best Status option operates:
Note: Compare Group Status results under the Show Best Status option with results for the same groups of
objects under the Show Worst Status option.

OBJECT STATES
(Up, Warning, Down)
(Warning, Down)
(Warning, Down, Unknown)

GROUP STATUS
(Up)
(Up)
(Warning)

Show Worst Status ensures that the worst status in a group of objects is displayed for the whole group.
The following table indicates how the Show Worst Status option operates:

OBJECT STATES
(Up, Warning, Down)
(Warning, Down)
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GROUP STATUS
(Down)
(Warning)
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OBJECT STATES
(Warning, Down, Unknown)

GROUP STATUS
(Down)

Mixed Status shows Warning ensures that the status of a group displays the worst warning-type state in
the group. If there are no warning-type states, but the group contains a mix of up and down states, then a
Mixed Availability ( ) warning status is displayed for the whole group. The following table indicates how
the Mixed Status shows Warning option operates:

OBJECT STATES

GROUP STATUS
(Critical)
(Critical)
(Mixed Availability)

Widgets
In addition to the WPM-specific widgets (also called "resources"), you can access standard Orion Platform
widgets and those supplied with other SolarWinds products.
To add a widget to a view:

1. Navigate to the view to which you want to add the widget
2. Click the Customize Page pencil icon in the top right corner of the page.
3. Click the plus icon, +, next to the column where you want to add the widget.
4. (Optional) To add a WPM-related widget, select Feature from the Group by dropdown, and then click
Web from the list displayed.
5. Use the arrow icons next to the columns to move widgets between columns.
6. Click Done.
To learn more about a specific widget, click Help in the upper right corner of the widget. To learn about
customizing views and widgets, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.

Custom properties
Every object you monitor includes a list of default properties used to describe the devices, such as
IP address, host name, or MAC address. You can also create custom properties and use them to create
special alerts, reports, views, and groups.
Custom properties are user-defined fields, such as country, building, asset tag, or serial number, that you
can associate with monitored network objects.
Custom properties must use the Latin1 character set.
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Custom property uses include:
l

Add information to nodes, such as contact, owner, or support contract.

l

Add a custom property that is used as an account limitation on nodes.

l

Add a custom property to nodes for grouping on the web or in a report.

l

Add a custom property and display it as an annotation on a chart.

A collection of the most commonly used properties is available out-of-the-box, but you can create custom
properties to meet your precise requirements.
When a custom property is defined, you can import values for the property from a text- or commadelimited file.
To apply a property to only a few objects, go to the Edit view in the Orion Web Console.
You may also create external records by exporting custom properties from selected objects as a
spreadsheet.
When you create, edit or remove a custom property, an event is logged. These events are audited,
and you can display them in Audit Events resources.

Custom properties and WPM
In the Orion Platform, you can create custom properties to associate custom fields with monitored network
objects and display custom information for monitored devices.
For example, you can create an e-mail contact property and then configure a WPM alert to send an email to
addresses specified in that custom property when alert conditions are met for WPM transaction monitors.
You cannot add or edit custom properties directly in a WPM transaction by editing transaction
steps. Use the Settings > All Settings > Manage Custom Properties page instead.
Custom properties for WPM transactions are stored in the SEUM_RecordingCustomProperties table.
To learn more about custom properties, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.

Create a custom property
Custom properties help you add custom labels to monitored objects, group objects based on the property
or alert on objects with a certain value for the property.
Depending on the selected object type, some options are not available.

1. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
2. In the Node & Group Management grouping, click Manage Custom Properties.
3. Click Add Custom Property.
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4. Select the object type for the property, and click Next.
The available object types depend on the Orion Platform products installed. All installations
allow you to create Node and Volume custom properties.

5. Define the custom property, and click Next.
Frequently used custom properties are available as templates. Select a template, and adjust
the settings if necessary. Templates ensure that naming conventions are met when necessary
for certain workflows.

a. Edit the Property Name and Description fields.
Property names are not case-sensitive, and must be unique for each object type. For
example, you can have separate Comment properties for Nodes, Volumes, and other
object types.

b. Select the Format for the property.
We recommend that you limit the string length for text properties. The string length can
affect SQL performance, especially when custom properties are used in limitations. The
shorter the string length, the faster the queries.
To limit the string length, click Edit, and provide the maximum number of characters.

c. Create a drop-down menu with specific values for the property by selecting Restrict values,
and adding the values.
Restricting values helps to maintain the consistency of values for individual custom
properties.

d. If you want to limit how the custom property for nodes should be used, clear boxes in the
Usage section.
When you select a Usage option, you cannot clear the option after you submit the
custom property. This prevents you for example from disabling a custom property for
reports in case it is already used in a report.
l
l

l
l

l
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Alerts: the custom property is offered only in alerts.
Filtering: the custom property is offered when adding Filter Properties in AppStack
Environment.
Grouping: the custom property is offered in Group by drop-down lists.
Reports: the custom property is offered when designing the layout for web-based
reports.
Object Details Views: the custom property appears in the Custom Properties [for Nodes]

resource in the Orion Web Console.
l

Asset Inventory: selected only if you have SAM installed on the server. The custom
property appears in the Custom Asset Information resource.

6. Select objects for which you want to define the custom property.
a. Click Select <Objects>, and locate, and select the objects in the Available <Objects> pane.
b. Click Add, and then click Select <Objects>.
7. Enter or select a default value for the property.
To add a value for properties with restricted values, select Add New Value from the dropdown menu, and enter the new value.

8. To apply the selected property to a different group of objects, click Add More, select the objects, and
click Submit.
You have created a custom property and provided its value for the selected objects.
Now, you can specify the property value in the object properties. For example, for node properties, click
Settings > Manage Nodes, select the object, and click Edit Properties.
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You can now use the custom property for sorting objects of the type in Group By lists.

Change custom properties values
You can change the value of a custom property from the Manage Custom Properties page or bulk edit the
values of a custom property assigned to objects.
You can only edit properties of one object type at a time.

Edit values for custom properties
When you are entering a large amount of data, it can be easier to import the values from a spreadsheet.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. In the Node & Group Management grouping, click Manage Custom Properties.
4. Select the custom properties, and click View / Edit Values. You can filter objects to find the custom
properties more easily.
5. To add or change a value for a property, enter the value into the field.
6. To add the same custom property value for multiple objects, select the objects, and click Edit
Multiple Values. Select the property, enter the value, and click Save Changes.
7. When you have added or edited the values, click Save Changes.
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Filter objects when assigning custom properties
You can limit objects displayed in the Custom Property Editor to find the objects you want to edit.

1. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
2. In the Node & Group Management grouping, click Manage Custom Properties.
3. Select the custom properties for which you want to assign values, and click View / Edit Values.
4. In the column captions, click the Filter icon, and enter filter text.

The table will only display objects matching the filter options. The condition is added above the Group by
section of the Custom Property Editor.
To remove the filter, click the trash icon next to the filter.

Import custom property values
If you have a spreadsheet listing custom property values, such as asset tags of all your network nodes, you
can make this information available for reporting and publication in the Orion Web Console.
Your data must be formatted as a table, and at least one column title should match an existing
object property such as IP Address.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. In the Node & Group Management grouping, click Manage Custom Properties.
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4. Click Import Values.
5. Browse to the custom property data file, and click Open.
6. Select the object type you want in the Import Values For drop-down, and click Next.
7. For each detected Spreadsheet Column in your data, select the corresponding Orion Database
Column, and select the Relationship between the columns.
l

l

Select Matches to indicate columns in the spreadsheet that correspond to existing columns in
the SolarWinds Orion database, such as IP Address or MAC address.

Select Imports To to import the data in the spreadsheet column to the selected SolarWinds
Orion database column.
This option overwrites any existing data in the corresponding custom properties.

l

l

Select Imports To, and select <No Match Found, Ignore> for any spreadsheet column you do
not want to import.

Click Create This Custom Property Now to open the Add Custom Property in a new browser tab
if you need to create a custom property for this spreadsheet column.

8. Click Import.
When you view the values of the object type, the values of the custom property you selected are populated.

Export custom property data
If you want to keep records of custom properties for selected monitored nodes, you can export them as a
spreadsheet. For example, you can create a single spreadsheet that lists the asset tags of all your network
nodes.
You can only select custom properties for a single object type.

1. Log in to the Orion Web Console as an administrator.
2. Click Settings > All Settings in the menu bar.
3. In the Node & Group Management grouping, click Manage Custom Properties.
4. Select the custom properties you want to export, and click Export Values. You can Filter objects to
find the custom properties more easily.
5. To export custom property data for specific objects, click Select <Objects>, and select the objects.
6. Select the database columns you want to export. You can also change which custom properties you
want to export.
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7. Select the file type for the exported data. This can be .csv, .txt, .html or xls.
8. Click Export.
The exported file is downloaded to your browser's default download location.

Reports
To view an out-of-the-box WPM report provided in the Orion Web Console:

1. In the Orion Web Console, click Reports > All Reports.
2. Select Product in the Group By field.
3. Select WPM Reports.
4. Select the WPM report you want to run.
5. Click View Report.
You can also create your own reports either from scratch or by editing an existing report, as well as use
SQL commands to implement the desired report functionality. To learn more about reports, see the WPM
and the Orion Platform.
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AppStack Environment overview
The Application Stack, or AppStack, is a term used to describe the various layers that make up a complex
application delivery infrastructure. The AppStack Environment view is an interactive visual mapping within
Orion that provides an in-depth perspective through the entire environment to help identify the root cause
of performance and availability issues.
AppStack provides a powerful layer of troubleshooting visibility by automatically gathering details about
objects in your environment, as well as their respective relationships, and displaying them. Some
relationships, such as groups and dependencies can be defined by the user. This view is useful in
assessing the overall health of your environment, as well as troubleshooting specific and related problems.
To help you understand how you can use AppStack for troubleshooting, the following analogy offers a
simple, high-level overview of how AppStack processes and displays information. You can also check out a
Product Blog about using WPM and AppStack in the SolarWinds online IT community, THWACK.

The AppStack Environment analogy
Imagine you work for a company comprised of many employees that work in various departments. In this
example, you work in the Engineering department as an engineer:
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Now imagine you call in sick and are unable to work for two weeks. Certain employees in various
departments will be affected by your absence. Others will not be affected. The illustration below highlights
the employees who will be affected by your absence by fading those who are not affected.

Focusing on only the people who are affected by your absence can be beneficial from a task management
perspective. Hiding those not affected by your absence gives a clean and concise view, displaying only the
necessary information.

Now, instead of employees, imagine we are referring to your entire IT environment. The goal of the
AppStack Environment view is to help you quickly assess the impact a given object has on its related
objects. This relational view is the AppStack Environment view found in the Orion Web Console.
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The AppStack Environment view
To access the AppStack Environment view in the Orion Web Console, click My Dashboards > Environment.

The AppStack Environment view displays the status of individual objects in your IT environment. Objects
are categorized and ordered from left to right, with the worst status shown on the left side of the view.

Click an object to show everything related to that object by fading unrelated objects, as shown next.
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Click Spotlight to remove faded, unrelated objects from the view entirely.
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Click an object at the top, or double-click an object in the view, to open the object's Details page for further
investigation.
You can Customize the AppStack Environment view and also Add AppStack to a NOC view.

AppStack tools and features
The AppStack Environment view will help you find the root cause of application issues in a glance. This
view provides automated and contextual visibility across applications, databases, physical servers, your
virtual infrastructure, and storage resources.
The following sections provide detailed descriptions for each of these tools and features:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

AppStack widget
AppStack status and colors
AppStack Quick Links
AppStack categories
AppStack Overview bar
AppStack filtering options
AppStack filter properties
AppStack layouts

AppStack widget
The full AppStack Environment view is designed to provide you with a powerful layer of troubleshooting
visibility by exposing all participating objects in your environment, as well as their relationships to one
another. By comparison, the AppStack widget (formerly called the "AppStack resource") only displays
objects related to the target of the current Details page.
This widget displays the related objects you would see in the full AppStack Environment view after an
object was selected and then highlighted by clicking, Spotlight.
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To learn how to customize widgets in views, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.

AppStack status and colors
The color of each object in the AppStack Environment view represents its current status, providing you a
quick summary of your environment. Objects will be in one of the following states, represented by its
icon's color and shape that corresponds to the following table:

STATUS

COLOR EXAMPLE

Down

Red

Critical

Pink

Warning

Yellow

Unknown

Gray

Unreachable

Black

Up

Green

Other

Blue

External

Purple

-

Statuses only become available for filtering when an object in your environment is in that state. For
example, if no objects have a status of Down, the Down status will not be available when filtering.
Status reporting
Servers can only provide an Up or Down status. To check CPU, memory, or hardware health status, hover
the mouse over the server icon to view the detailed tool-tip. The reported status for applications and LUNs
is based on performance thresholds.
Mixed icons
The AppStack Environment view offers a parent/child relationship. (Parents can be either servers or hosts.)
This relationship is represented as a mixed icon. The parent is the larger of the two icons that is hosting
the child. For example, the following illustration graphically shows that an application (child) is Down on a
node (parent) that is Up.
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AppStack Quick Links
Use the Quick Links bar to quickly open and close all visible object categories. Additionally, you can toggle
names of objects that have a distressed status on and off.

l

Expand All: Opens all categories, revealing the visible objects within each category.

l

Collapse All: Closes all categories, hiding the objects within each category.

l

Show/Hide Names: Toggle between showing and hiding the names for each object in a distressed
state.
If more objects exist than those shown, the category name displays the number of shown
objects followed by the total number of objects. For example, (87 of 111) indicates only 87
objects of 111 total objects in this category are displayed. Click More to display, by default, 50
more objects that are hidden from view. You can change the default number of objects
displayed on the Settings page. See Customize the AppStack Environment view.
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AppStack categories
By default, the following AppStack Environment categories are available in WPM:
l

Groups

l

Applications

l

Servers

l

Transactions

l

Steps

The Category Status Summary (located to the right of each category) parses, enumerates, and displays the
number of objects in each category, emphasizing the status as indicated by the colors. The Category Status
Summary can be toggled to either appear always, or only when categories are collapsed. This option exists
under the Change Layout Settings drop down option.

If no objects in a category have a particular status, that status does not appear in the summary. You
can hide empty categories via the Change Layout Settings option.
The following matrix outlines categories associated with the AppStack Environment view. Different
categories are available with each SolarWinds product, as indicated in the Product column
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CATEGORY

DEFINITION

Groups

Groups enable you to more effectively manage your environment by giving
you the ability to logically organize monitored objects, regardless of device
type or location.

PRODUCTS
l

SRM

l

SAM

l

VMAN

l

WPM

l

SAM

Transactions A transaction is a recording of web browser steps assigned to a specific
location.

l

WPM

Steps

A step is a collection of actions. For example, the actions required to
navigate to a specific URL make up one step.

l

WPM

Servers

A server is a computer capable of accepting requests from the client and
giving responses accordingly. The server makes services, as access to data
files, programs, and peripheral devices, available to workstations on a
network.

l

SAM

l

VMAN

A Host is defined as a server running a Hypervisor for virtualization. (E.g. It
hosts multiple virtual machines.)

l

SAM

l

VMAN

Virtual
Clusters

Virtual clusters are built with VMs installed at distributed servers from one
or more physical clusters. The VMs in a virtual cluster are logically
connected by a virtual network across several physical networks. Each virtual
cluster is formed with physical machines or a VM hosted by multiple
physical clusters.

l

SAM

l

VMAN

Virtual
Datacenters

A virtual datacenter is a centralized virtual repository for the storage,
management, and dissemination of data and information organized around
a particular body of knowledge or pertaining to a particular business.

l

SAM

l

VMAN

Virtual
Centers

A VMware virtual center (vCenter) server is a centralized management
application that lets you manage virtual machines and ESXi hosts centrally.
The vSphere client is used to access vCenter Server and ultimately manage
ESXi servers.

l

SAM

l

VMAN

Data Stores

A data store is a repository of a set of data objects. These objects are
modeled using classes defined in a database schema. A data store is a
general concept that includes not just repositories like databases, but also
simpler store types such as flat files. Some data stores represent data in
only one schema, while other data stores use several schemas for this task.

l

VMAN

Volumes

A volume, or logical drive, is a single accessible storage area with a single file
system, typically resident on a single partition of a hard disk.

l

SRM

l

SAM

Applications

Hosts
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In SAM, an application is a collection of component monitors grouped
together to collect specific metrics concerning the application as a whole.

CATEGORY

DEFINITION

PRODUCTS

LUNS

A Logical Unit Number, or LUN, is a number used to identify a logical unit,
which is a device addressed by the SCSI protocol or Storage Area Network
protocols which encapsulate SCSI, such as Fibre Channel or iSCSI. A LUN may
be used with any device which supports read/write operations, such as a
tape drive, but is most often used to refer to a logical disk as created on a
SAN.

l

SRM

NAS
Volumes

Network-attached storage (NAS) is a type of dedicated file storage device
that provides local-area network (LAN) users with centralized, consolidated
disk storage through a standard Ethernet connection.

l

SRM

Pools

A storage pool (also called a RAID array) is a collection of disk drives that
form a logical entity. When you create a storage pool, you select the desired
capacity (number of disk drives) and assign a RAID level to it that provides a
redundancy level.

l

SRM

VServers

A virtual storage server (VServer) contains data volumes and one or more
LIFs through which it serves data to the clients. A VServer can either contain
one or more FlexVol volumes, or a single Infinite Volume.

l

SRM

l

SRM

A VServer securely isolates the shared virtualized data storage and network,
and appears as a single dedicated server to its clients. Each VServer has a
separate administrator authentication domain and can be managed
independently by a VServer administrator.
In a cluster, a VServer facilitates data access. A cluster must have at least
one VServer to serve data. VServers use the storage and network resources
of the cluster. However, the volumes and LIFs are exclusive to the V-Server.
Multiple Vservers can coexist in a single cluster without being bound to any
node in a cluster. However, they are bound to the physical cluster on which
they exist.
Storage
Arrays

Storage Arrays consist of two or more disk drives built into a stand-alone
unit. Storage arrays provide increased availability, resiliency, and
maintainability by using existing components (controllers, power supplies,
fans, and so on) often up to the point where all single points of failure are
eliminated from the design.

AppStack Overview bar
The Overview Bar summarizes your environment in a compact space. If your view is currently filtered, the
filtered objects will be displayed above the Overview Bar, as shown. Individual filtered objects can be
removed by clicking the [X] next to each object. To remove all filtered objects, click Clear All.
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The doughnut chart in the Overview section graphically displays the ratio of objects to one another in all
possible states using indicative colored slices. The total number of objects in your environment is also
displayed.
Objects under the Issues header are parsed and enumerated according to status. Objects shown here will
be in one of the following distressed states: Down, Critical, Warning, Unknown and Unreachable. An icon
and count will only appear if at least one object is currently in that state.

AppStack filtering options
By default, every object is displayed when you enter the AppStack Environment view. If you are concerned
only about objects with a certain status, you can filter the view by selecting one or more statuses and then
applying the filter. Additionally, you can filter objects based on various properties, as well as one or more
keywords. The illustration below details each tool and feature of the filtering sidebar:

Statuses only become available for filtering when an object in your environment is in that state. For
example, if no objects have a status of Down, the Down status will not be available when filtering.
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AppStack filter properties
The AppStack Environment allows you to filter what is displayed in this view, allowing you to see only the
objects you want to see.
To filter the AppStack Environment view:

1. From the web console, navigate to Home > Environment.

2. Click [+] Add Filter Properties, as shown:
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3. From the pop-up menu, select an object from the Orion Object drop down list:

Note: Multiple items can be added.

4. When done, click Add column.
The new filter appears in the filter column, as shown:
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If no relations appear in the AppStack resource on the Group Details view, then it is likely that this
group contains no objects represented within the AppStack, such as switches, routers, and so on. If
you created a group that contains only objects which have no representation within the AppStack
Environment (for example, nodes that are switches, routers, wireless access points, interfaces, and
so on) then they will not have relationships and the only item displayed within the AppStack
resource on the Group Details view is the group itself. This is normal behavior. Servers and virtual
servers are the only node types represented within the AppStack Environment. Groups made up of
other object types which are not supported by the AppStack Environment do not appear within the
AppStack resource.
For more information, see AppStack filtering options .

AppStack layouts
A Layout is a user-defined filter (view-limitation), along with settings, that can be saved and recalled later
within the AppStack Environment view. User-defined layouts can be used to tailor the AppStack
Environment view to specific objects of interest. A default layout is provided and contains all objects visible
in the AppStack Environment that is currently being monitored. The default layout cannot be modified.
New layouts are created by first filtering your environment, and then saving the changes via the Save As
New Layout action in the Layout menu. For example, to create a Layout where only IIS objects in the
AppStack Environment view are shown, add the IIS filter property, apply the filter, and then save it as a
new layout, naming the layout appropriately.

Once saved, the layout is added to the drop down menu, allowing you to easily navigate to that layout with
its defined filter and settings. The dot to the left of the name of the layout in the menu represents the
layout currently in use, as shown:
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To change the filtering properties of the current layout:

1. Make changes to the filter.
2. Click Apply Filter, and then click Save (or Save as New Layout...) in the drop down menu.
To change the settings of the current layout:

1. Click Change Layout Settings from the drop down menu.
2. Click Save (or Save as New Layout...).
To delete a layout, select the layout from the drop down menu and then click Delete this Layout.
For more information, see:

l

Customize the AppStack Environment view
Orion Platform Administrator Guide

l

SolarWinds Orion® Platform Training: Creating a New View

l

SolarWinds Orion Platform Training: Creating a NOC View

l

Use AppStack for troubleshooting
Using AppStack as a troubleshooting tool is fairly straightforward. Simply navigate to the AppStack
Environment view, and then click on an object to see what is related to that object. To investigate further,
navigate to the Details page of the object or any related object.
For example, the illustration below displays all objects in the current environment. The application,
MSSQLSERVER, is in a critical state, as indicated by its icon. To see what this application is related to, click
the MSSQLSERVER icon.
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To see objects related to an object:

1. In the Orion Web Console, navigate to the AppStack Environment view by clicking Home >
Environment.
2. Click any object, in this example, MSSQLSERVER.
3. Once an object is selected, related objects will be highlighted by the fading of unrelated objects, as
shown:

To hide the unrelated objects completely from view, take the following step:

1. Once an object is selected, click Spotlight in the upper right-hand corner of the view.
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To navigate to the details page of an object for further investigation:

1. Click the icon of the selected object to the left of the doughnut chart, or double-click the larger icon
in the main view.

2. From the details page, you can now investigate the cause for the Critical status.
Want to learn more about AppStack? Check out A Geek's Guide to AppStack in the SolarWinds online
IT community, THWACK.
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Customize the AppStack Environment view
Administrators can customize this view by clicking Change Layout Settings in the Default Layout drop down
menu on the AppStack Environment page.

The following options are available:
Refresh
Rate

Change the time between AppStack refreshes.

Limit on
Up
Objects
Shown per
Category

Objects in the AppStack Environment view are ordered from left to right, with the worst
status being shown on the left side of the view. Limiting the number of Up objects can
provide more room for objects needing attention. Additionally, limiting the number of Up
objects displayed can improve AppStack performance.

Object
Names

Highlights distressed objects by displaying the names of these objects.

Align
Objects

By default, all objects are left-aligned. This can be changed by selecting either Center or
Right-Aligned.
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Show
Category
Status
Summary

The Category Status Summary are the colored numbers to the right of each category,
indicating the number of objects in a particular state. This can visible at all times, or only
when categories are collapsed.

Empty
Selecting this option hides categories with no objects, giving the view a cleaner look.
Categories

Hide objects with an Up status
If you are not concerned about objects that are healthy and have an Up status, you can set up your display
to limit the number of Up objects shown by default within each category. This is useful in troubleshooting
situations, allowing you to only see objects in distress while limiting the visible number of objects that are
healthy.
Additionally, you can hide the number of Up objects by changing the value to 0.

An environment with a large number of objects that are not in an Up state may benefit from using this
limited view option. To learn more, see AppStack tools and features.

Add AppStack to a NOC view
To display the AppStack Environment in a NOC view, add the new NOC view, and then create and apply an
AppStack filter for the new view. The AppStack resource becomes part of the NOC view with the filter
already applied.
To add the AppStack Resource to a NOC view:

1. Navigate to the NOC view.
2. Hover the left side of a page and click Customize Page.
3. Click Add Tab.
4. Add a name for the tab in the field provided, then click Done. The new tab appears in the column to
the left.
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5. Add the AppStack Environment resource to a column by clicking the green [+], then selecting
AppStack Environment from the pop-up dialog, as shown:

6. Click Add Selected Resources.
7. If you have not already done so, check Enable NOC view mode, then click Done.

8. Navigate to Home > Environment.

9. Filter your AppStack Environment according to you needs. When done, click Apply Filter.
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10. Save the Layout as AppStack Environment, which was added in step 4.

11. View the NOC by clicking My Dashboards navigating to Home > Show in NOC Mode.
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View monitored entities on Orion Maps auto-generated in
the Orion Web Console
Orion Maps is a troubleshooting tool that auto-generates maps displaying monitored entities, such as
nodes, interfaces, volumes, or groups, and their critical relationships.
The Orion Maps tool opens in the Orion Web Console as a subview and displays both physical and logical
relationships between entities, using NPM Topology, SAM Application Dependencies, and other
relationship information to quickly isolate and identify critical health and performance issues.
The Orion Platform creates the map without any user intervention, and adds or removes entities as
changes occur in the environment.
Orion Maps are only available for default views. You can't add Orion Maps to your custom views.
The Orion Maps feature currently supports the following entities:
l

Node

l

Interface

l

Volume

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Group
Hyper-V Host
Hyper-V Cluster
VCenter
Virtual Machine
Virtual Host
Virtual Cluster
Virtual Datacenter
WPM Step
WPM Transaction
WPM Player Location
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Meet Orion Maps in the Orion Web Console
To access Orion Maps, go to an entity Details view and click the Map subview in the menu on the left.

1

Map icon: Click the icon in the subviews menu on the Details view of the entity to display the Orion
Map.

2

Canvas: Displays the map of relationships of the entity.

3

Seed object: the entity whose relations the map displays. It is the entity you accessed the map
from.
Note the color of rings around the icons. The color signifies the entity health, based on thresholds
you have set for the entity. See Thresholds for more details.
To see relations of another entity on the map, click the entity. The map adjusts accordingly and
details about the entity are displayed in the Inspector Panel (8).

4

Healthy topology connection: for topology connections, the line width visualizes the interface
bandwidth and the "metric pill" displays the outbound traffic and percent utilization.
The pill can also display errors and discards if polled values for the metric exceed the
threshold.
See Understand connections on Orion Maps.

5

Connection with issues: The color signifies that a threshold has been exceeded. Yellow means
warning, red signifies a critical threshold. See Thresholds for more details.
Hover over the metric pill to display tooltips.
Click the connection to see details in the Inspector Panel (8).
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6

Connection not directly linked to the seed object.
Anything not immediately connected to the seed entity is opaque. This way, your attention is drawn
to the problems associated with the entity you are investigating but you also have the option to
investigate related connections or neighboring devices.
To display more information, hover over the opaque connection or over any of its endpoints.

7

Tools for adjusting the map: zoom in, zoom out, pan, or change layout. See Adjust the Orion Map.

8

Inspector Panel: displays details about the entity or connection selected on the map.
Use the Sort, Show, and Search options to quickly find what you're looking for.
When you select an entity, the Inspector Panel displays the entity's name, IP, vendor, machine type,
its descendents (interfaces, volumes), and other details, according to the entity.
When you select a connection, the details displayed in the Inspector Panel depend on the
connection type.

What Orion Maps show for groups
Although groups are treated as an entity just like an interface, volume, node, or any other object monitored
in Orion Platform products, Orion Maps for groups are slightly different - they do not show all related
entities.
The Map subview for groups only shows connections between the member objects in the group.
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If you create groups using dynamic queries, the Map subview for the group automatically updates as new
members are monitored in the Orion Platform.

What can you do on Orion Maps?
l
l

l

View details about entities on the map.

View connections between displayed entities, such as topology connections, application dependency
connections, or Orion dependency connections
Adjust the map: zoom in/zoom out, pan

Adjust the Map
When you initially view an Orion Map, each map focuses on the seed entity.
To adjust the map, use the controls in the lower right area of the Canvas:
l

To toggle between predefined layouts, click the Change Layout button. Each map is auto-generated
with two options to organize entities, groups, and connections.
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l

To view entities in greater or less detail, click the Zoom In (+) or Zoom Out (-) button.
You can also use the scroll wheel on your mouse.

l

To better focus on an entity, group or connection, move the map within the canvas. Left-click into the
map and hold the left mouse button to drag the map.

l

To reposition the map to the center of the canvas, click the Center button.

l

To hide the navigation panel, click the Full Screen button.

Understand connections on Orion Maps
Orion Maps show you at a glance how entities are connected via a line drawn from one entity to another.
To view more information about a connection, click it on the map. The Inspector Panel displays more
details, according to the connection type.
On Orion Maps, you can see the following connection types, based on the seed entity:
l
l
l

Orion dependency connections
Application dependency connections
Topology connections

View Orion Platform dependencies
Dependency connections don't represent any kind of data traversing between the two entities, but that a
relationship exists between them. It could be a user-defined dependency, or perhaps a dependency
identified through its ancestry.

Orion Platform dependencies are displayed as blue dashed lines.
Requirements for displaying dependencies on Orion Maps
l
l

Orion Maps for Orion dependencies are available with all Orion Platform products.
The "seed entity" must have inherited or user-defined dependencies. If you see only the entity, there
are no connections.

Example: Inherited dependency on Orion Maps
For example, if you select a virtual machine (VM), the VM can have a relationship to its host, which can have
a relationship to its cluster, the datacenter, and the VCenter.

View Application Dependency connections
Application Dependency connections display applications or systems communicating with each other.
The information available on the map and in the Inspector Panel depends on the Application Connection
Settings.
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Requirements and recommendations for Application Dependency connections
l

SAM 6.6.1 or later required

l

Connection Quality Polling enabled (recommended).

Enable Connection Quality Polling to see TCP latency, packet loss, and other details on Orion Maps
If Connection Quality metrics aren't enabled, the relationship on the canvas is represented by a
light blue line with no metric pill.

1. Click Settings > All Settings, and then click Application Connection Settings in the Product-specific
grouping.
2. Ensure that Connection Quality Polling is enabled.

View Application Dependencies on Orion Maps

1. Go to the Details view for an application.
2. Click the Map icon on the left.
3. Review the information on the map.
Pay attention to red or yellow connections. The colors highlight that latency or packet loss are
breaching the warning (yellow) or critical (red) threshold. See Thresholds for more details.

4. Click an Application Dependency connection to display a list of the processes communicating
between the two entities in the Inspector Panel.
5. To display the Connection Details page for a connection, double-click the connection on the map or
an item in the inspector panel.

Topology connections
Topology connections show the network traffic between entities.
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To quickly identify if bandwidth is properly distributed across the environment, review the width of
the topology connections. The width represents interface bandwidth, so that you can easily
determine differences between a 1 GB link, 10 GB link, or 100 MB link across the map.
Requirements for displaying topology connections
l

NPM

l

Topology Polling enabled.
In Orion Platform products, it is enabled by default.
To verify, go to the Node Details view, and click List Resources in the Management widget. Make sure
that boxes for Topology: Layer 2 and Topology: Layer 3 are selected.

View topology connections

1. Go to the Details view of the entity.
2. Click the Map subview on the left.
3. Review details in the metrics pill. By default, the metric pills highlight outbound traffic and
utilization details on either side of the connection.
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4. Review the color of the connections. Based on thresholds set in NPM, the connections change to
yellow when the warning threshold is exceeded, or red for an exceeded critical threshold. See
Thresholds for more details.

5. Review the connections between the entities in the Inspector Panel on the right.
6. Click a connection to display more details.
If the texts in the Inspector Panel are too close together or even cut off, consider expanding
the Inspector Panel. Grab the handle and drag the Panel to the left.

Example: Topology on the Map
In the example below, the map is surfacing a problem link and indicating a threshold has been met, while
the inspector panel displays all data between each connection.
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On either side in the panel, you can see the interfaces associated with the device above, along with the
most recent polled data for traffic, errors & discards, utilization, and the maximum bandwidth.
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Configure WPM alerts
An alert is an automated notification that a network event occurred, such as a server becoming
unresponsive. The network event that triggers a particular alert is determined by conditions set up when
you configure your alert.
Alerts can be created for any object in your Orion network, including WPM transaction locations,
transactions, and transaction steps. For example, you can create custom alerts that are triggered if a
transaction location is unavailable for more than ten minutes, or a specific transaction step takes too long.
This section describes alerts in relation to WPM and includes WPM alert variables. To learn about Orion
alerts, in general, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide.

Create alerts
The following procedure shows how to quickly set up a simple alert, and assumes that default alert actions
are already configured in the Orion Web Console.

1. Click Settings.
2. Under Alerts & Reports, click Manage Alerts.
3. Click Add New Alert.
4. Enter a Name and Description for the alert and click Next.
5. Select the object type you want to use to trigger this alert from the "I want to alert on" drop-down
list. For WPM purposes, this will likely be player location, transaction, or transaction step.
6. Set the scope of the alert. You can either apply it to all objects of this type or set up conditions to
specify a set of objects.
7. Create the trigger condition that must be true or false to trigger the alert. You can create complex
triggers using multiple AND/OR/NOT conditions, if required. A simple example trigger would be:
Object type: Location
Field: Status
Condition: is equal to
Value: Down

8. Click Next.
9. Leave the Reset Condition as is, and click Next.
10. Leave the Time of Day as is, and click Next.
11. Enter the message that you want to be displayed on the Alert widget and Alert details page when
this alert is triggered.
12. To use variables in your message, such as Connection Status, Host Name or Transaction ID, position
the cursor where you want to insert it and click Insert Variable.
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a. Select the type of variable you want to insert and how to group them from the drop-down lists
on the left. You can display Global variables, Alert variables or those specific to Locations, Step
Requests, Transactions, or Transaction Steps. The alert variables specific to each WPM object
are listed in WPM alert variables. Global Variables and variables for other Orion Platform
modules are listed in the Orion Platform Administrator Guide..
b. The "Select variables to insert" popup window is displayed.
c. Select the variable or variables you want to insert. When you select a variable, the SWIS code
appears. See Use the SolarWinds Query Language for details.
d. Click Insert Variable to insert the selected variable(s) into your message.
You can add more trigger actions such as sending email, playing a sound, executing an
external program, or sending a GET or POST request to a web server.

13. Click Next.
14. Leave the Reset Action as it is and click Next.
15. Scroll down to the bottom of the Summary and click Submit.

View alerts
When set up, alerts only appear in the Orion Web Console if they are active. Active Alerts are shown on the
Home > Alerts view, on the Active Alerts widget and, in the case of transaction alerts, on the Active
Transaction Alerts widget.
Click an Alert name to open the Active Alert Details page for an alert.

Acknowledge alerts
On the Alerts & Activity > Alerts page in the Orion Web Console, each active Alert has an Acknowledge
button in the Acknowledged by column. Click Acknowledge to halt any further escalation actions for an
alert and enter any relevant information as a note.

Add alert widgets to a view
To add the All Active Alerts or Active Transaction Alerts widget to a view:

1. Go to the View to which you want to add this widget, and click Customize Page.
2. Click + by the column to which you want to add the widget.
3. Check Active Alerts or Active Transaction Alerts in the widget name column and click Add Selected
Widgets.
4. Click Done.
5. Click the Edit button for the widget you just added.
6. Change the Title and add a Subtitle, if required.
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7. To display alerts that were already acknowledged check the Show Acknowledge Alerts box.
Otherwise, those alerts remain hidden.
8. Click Submit.

WPM alert variables
This section contains the variables that can be used when creating Alert messages for WPM objects:
l
l
l
l

WPM transaction alert variables
WPM transaction step alert variables
WPM step request alert variables
WPM Player location alert variables

To learn more about alerts, see the Orion Platform Administrator Guide. See also Use the SolarWinds
Query Language.

WPM transaction alert variables
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Average Load Percentage (Last 30 minutes)
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.AvgLoadPercentageLast30min}

Average Load Percentage (Last 60 minutes)
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.AvgLoadPercentageLast60min}

Connect Status (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ConnectionStatus}

Critical Threshold

${N=SwisEntity;M=CriticalThreshold}

Description (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.Description}

Description (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Description}

Description (Recording Custom Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.CustomProperties.Description}

Description (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.Description}

Description (Transaction Custom Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=CustomProperties.Description}

DNS Name (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.DNSName}

Hostname (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Hostname}

In Cloud (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.InCloud}

IP Address (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.IP}

Is Managed Again

${N=SwisEntity;M=IsEnabled}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Is Player Initiated Communication (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.IsActiveAgent}

Last Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=LastDuration}

Last Error Message

${N=SwisEntity;M=LastErrorMessage}

Last Played

${N=SwisEntity;M=LastPlayedUtc}

Load Percentage (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.LoadPercentage}

Name

${N=SwisEntity;M=Name}

Name (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Name}

Name (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.Name}

Number of Managed Transactions (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.NumManagedTransactions}

Number of Transactions (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.NumAllTransactions}

OS Version (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.OSVersion}

Password (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Password}

Playback Interval

${N=SwisEntity;M=Frequency}

Player Location ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=AgentId}

Player Location ID (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.AgentId}

Player Version (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.AgentVersion}

Port (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Port}

Proxy Password (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ProxyPassword}

Proxy URL (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ProxyUrl}

Proxy Username (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ProxyUserName}

RDP Enabled (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.RDPEnabled

Recording Custom Property

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.CustomProperties.custom_property_
name}

Recording ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=RecordingId}

Recording ID (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.RecordingId}

Requires Interactive Session

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.RequiresInteractiveSession}

Short Description (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.ShortDescription}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Status

${N=SwisEntity;M=Status}

Status (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Status}

Status Description

${N=SwisEntity;M=StatusDescription}

Status Description (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.StatusDescription}

Status ID (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.StatusId}

Transaction Custom Property

${N=SwisEntity;M=CustomProperties.custom_property_name}

Transaction ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionId}

Unmanage From

${N=SwisEntity;M=UnManageFrom}

Unmanage From (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.UnManageFrom}

Unmanage To

${N=SwisEntity;M=UnManageUntil}

Unmanage To (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.UnManageUntil}

Unmanaged

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.UnManageUntil}

Unmanaged (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Unmanaged}

Url (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.Url}

Uses Proxy (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.UseProxy}

Uses Proxy Authentication (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Agent.UseProxyAuthentication}

Warning Threshold

${N=SwisEntity;M=WarningThreshold}

WPM transaction step alert variables
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Average Load Percentage (Last 30
minutes) (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.AvgLoadPercentageLast30min}

Average Load Percentage (Last 60
minutes) (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.AvgLoadPercentageLast60min}

Connect Status (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatus}

Connection Status Message (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusMessage}

Critical Threshold

${N=SwisEntity;M=CriticalThreshold}

Critical Threshold (Recording step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.CriticalThreshold}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Critical Threshold (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.CriticalThreshold}

Description

${N=SwisEntity;M=Description}

Description (Agent Connection
Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.Description}

Description (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Description}

Description (Recording Custom
Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.CustomProperties.Description}

Description (Recording Custom
Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.Recording.CustomProperties.Description}

Description (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.Description}

Description (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.Recording.Description}

Description (Transaction Custom
Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=CustomProperties.Description}

Description (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Description}

DNS Name (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.DNSName}

Hostname (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Hostname}

In Cloud (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.InCloud}

IP Address (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.IP}

Is Managed Again

${N=SwisEntity;M=IsEnabled}

Is Player Initiated Communication
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.IsActiveAgent}

Last Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=LastDuration}

Last Duration (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.LastDuration}

Last Error Message

${N=SwisEntity;M=LastErrorMessage}

Last Error Message (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.LastErrorMessage}

Last Played

${N=SwisEntity;M=LastPlayedUtc}

Last Played (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.LastPlayedUtc}

Load Percentage (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.LoadPercentage}

Name (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Name}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Name (Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.Name}

Name (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.Name}

Name Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Recording.Name

Name (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.Recording.Name}

Number of Managed Transactions
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.NumManagedTransactions}

Number of Transactions (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.NumAllTransactions}

Optimal Threshold

${N=SwisEntity;M=OptimalThreshold}

OS Version (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.OSVersion}

Password (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Password}

Playback Interval

${N=SwisEntity;M=Frequency}

Player Location ID (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.AgentId}

Player Location (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.AgentId}

Player Version (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.AgentVersion}

Port (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Port}

Proxy Password (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ProxyPassword}

Proxy URL (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ProxyUrl}

Proxy Username (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ProxyUserName}

RDP Enabled (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.RDPEnabled

Recording Custom Property

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.CustomProperties.custom_property_name}

Recording ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=RecordingId}

Recording ID (Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.AgentId}

Recording ID (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.RecordingId}

Recording ID (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Recording.RecordingId}

Recording ID (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.RecordingId}

Recording Step ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=StepId}

Requires Interactive Session
(Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.RequiresInteractiveSession}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Requires Interactive Session
(Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.Recording.RequiresInteractiveSession}

Short Description (Agent Connection
Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.ShortDescription}

Status

${N=SwisEntity;M=Status}

Status (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Status}

Status (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Status}

Status Description

${N=SwisEntity;M=StatusDescription}

Status Description (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.StatusDescription}

Status Decription (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.StatusDescription}

Status ID (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.StatusId}

Status ID (Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.StepId}

Transaction Custom Property

${N=SwisEntity;M=CustomProperties.custom_property_name}

Transaction ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionId}

Transaction ID (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.TransactionId}

Transaction Step ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStepId}

Unmanage From

${N=SwisEntity;M=UnManageFrom}

Unmanage From (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.UnManageFrom}

Unmanage From (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.UnManageFrom}

Unmanage To

${N=SwisEntity;M=UnManageUntil}

Unmanage To (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.UnManageUntil}

Unmange To (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.UnManageUntil}

Unmanaged

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.UnManageUntil}

Unmanaged (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Unmanaged}

Unmanaged (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.UnManaged}

Url (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.Url}

Url (Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.Url}

Uses Proxy (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.UseProxy}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Uses Proxy Authentication (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.Agent.UseProxyAuthentication}

Warning Threshold

${N=SwisEntity;M=WarningThreshold}

Warning Threshold (Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Step.WarningThreshold}

Warning Threshold (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=Transaction.WarningThreshold}

WPM step request alert variables
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Average Load
Percentage (Last 30
minutes) (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.AvgLoadPercentageLast30min}

Average Load
Percentage (Last 60
minutes) (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.AvgLoadPercentageLast60min}

Blocked Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=BlockedDurationMs}

Connection Begin

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionBeginMs}

Connection
Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionDurationMs}

Connect Status
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatus}

Connection Status
Message (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusMessage}

Critical Threshold
(Recording step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.CriticalThreshold}

Critical Threshold
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.CriticalThreshold}

Critical Threshold
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.CriticalThreshold}

Description

${N=SwisEntity;M=Description}

Description (Agent
Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.Description}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Description (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Description}

Description
(Recording Custom
Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Recording.CustomProperties.Description}

Description
(Recording Custom
Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Recording.CustomProperties.Description}

Description
(Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Description}

Description
(Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Recording.Description}

Description
(Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Recording.Description}

Description
(Transaction
Custom Properties)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.CustomProperties.Description}

Description
(Transacription
Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Description}

Description
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Description}

DNS Begin

${N=SwisEntity;M=DNSBeginMs}

DNS Name (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.DNSName}

DNS Resolution
Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=DNSResolutionDurationMs}

Download Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=DownloadDurationMs}

Hostname (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Hostname}

In Cloud (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.InCloud}

IP Address (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.IP}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Is Managed Again
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.IsEnabled}

Is Player Initiated
Communication
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.IsActiveAgent}

Last Duration
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.LastDuration}

Last Duration
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.LastDuration}

Last Error Message
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.LastErrorMessage}

Last Error Message
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.LastErrorMessage}

Last Played
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.LastPlayedUtc}

Last Played
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.LastPlayedUtc}

Load Percentage
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.LoadPercentage}

MimeType

${N=SwisEntity;M=MimeType}

Name (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Name}

Name (Recording
Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Name}

Name (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Recording.Name}

Name Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Recording.Name}

Name (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Name}

Number of
Managed
Transactions (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.NumManagedTransactions}

Number of
Transactions (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.NumAllTransactions}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Optimal Threshold
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.OptimalThreshold}

OS Version (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.OSVersion}

Password (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Password}

Playback Interval
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Frequency}

Player Location ID
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.AgentId}

Player Location
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.AgentId}

Player Version
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.AgentVersion}

Port (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Port}

Proxy Password
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ProxyPassword}

Proxy URL (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ProxyUrl}

Proxy Username
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ProxyUserName}

RDP Enabled (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.RDPEnabled

Recording Custom
Property

${N=SwisEntity;M=Recording.CustomProperties.recording_property_name}

Receive Begin

${N=SwisEntity;M=ReceiveBeginMs}

Receive End

${N=SwisEntity;M=ReceiveEndMs}

Recording ID
(Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.RecordingId}

Recording ID
(Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Recording.RecordingId}

Recording ID
(Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Recording.RecordingId}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Recording ID
(Transaction Step)
Step Request

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Recording.RecordingId}

Recording ID
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.RecordingId}

Recording Step ID
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.StepId}

Request Begin

${N=SwisEntity;M=RequestBeginMs}

Request Index

${N=SwisEntity;M=RequestIndex}

Requires Interactive
Session (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Recording.RequiresInteractiveSession}

Requires Interactive
Session (Recording)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Recording.RequiresInteractiveSession}

Send Begin

${N=SwisEntity;M=SendBeginMs}

Send Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=SendDurationMs}

Send End

${N=SwisEntity;M=SendEndMs}

Short Description
(Agent Connection
Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.ShortDescription}

Size

${N=SwisEntity;M=Size}

Status (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Status}

Status (Transaction
Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Status}

Status (Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Status}

Status Code

${N=SwisEntity;M=StatusCode}

Status Description
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.StatusDescription}

Status Description
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.StatusDescription}

Status Decription
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.StatusDescription}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Status ID (Agent
Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.ConnectionStatusInfo.StatusId}

Step Full Name

${N=SwisEntity;M=StepFullName}

Step ID (Recording
Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.StepId}

Step Order
(Recorder Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.StepOrder}

Time to First Byte

${N=SwisEntity;M=TimeToFirstByteDurationMs}

Total Duration

${N=SwisEntity;M=TotalDurationMs}

Transaction Custom
Property

${N=SwisEntity;M=CustomProperties.transaction_property_name}

Transaction ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionId}

Transaction ID
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.TransactionId}

Transaction ID
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.TransactionId}

Transaction Step ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStepId}

Transaction Step ID
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.TransactionStepId}

Transaction Step ID
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStepRequestId}

Transaction Step
Request ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStepRequestId}

Unmanage From
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.UnManageFrom}

Unmanage From
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.UnManageFrom}

Unmanage From
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.UnManageFrom}

Unmanage To
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.UnManageUntil}

Unmanage To
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.UnManageUntil}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Unmanage To
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.UnManageUntil}

Unmanaged (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Unmanaged}

Unmanaged
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.UnManaged}

Unmanaged
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.UnManaged}

Url

${N=SwisEntity;M=Url}

Url (Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.Url}

Url (Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.Url}

Uses Proxy (Player
Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.UseProxy}

Uses Proxy
Authentication
(Player Location)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.Agent.UseProxyAuthentication}

Warning Threshold
(Recording Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Step.WarningThreshold}

Warning Threshold
(Transaction Step)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.WarningThreshold}

Warning Threshold
(Transaction)

${N=SwisEntity;M=TransactionStep.Transaction.WarningThreshold}

WPM Player location alert variables
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Average Load Percentage (Last 30 minutes)

${N=SwisEntity;M=AvgLoadPercentageLast30min}

Average Load Percentage (Last 60 minutes)

${N=SwisEntity;M=AvgLoadPercentageLast60min}

Connect Status

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionStatus}

Connection Status Message

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionStatusMessage}

Description

${N=SwisEntity;M=Description}

Description (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionStatusInfo.Description}

DNS Name

${N=SwisEntity;M=DNSName}
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DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

Hostname

${N=SwisEntity;M=Hostname}

In Cloud

${N=SwisEntity;M=InCloud}

IP Address

${N=SwisEntity;M=IP}

Is Player Initiated Communication

${N=SwisEntity;M=IsActiveAgent}

Load Percentage

${N=SwisEntity;M=LoadPercentage}

Name

${N=SwisEntity;M=Name}

Number of Managed Transactions

${N=SwisEntity;M=NumManagedTransactions}

Number of Transactions

${N=SwisEntity;M=NumAllTransactions}

OS Version

${N=SwisEntity;M=OSVersion}

Password

${N=SwisEntity;M=Password}

Player Location ID

${N=SwisEntity;M=AgentId}

Player Version

${N=SwisEntity;M=AgentVersion}

Port

${N=SwisEntity;M=Port}

Proxy Password

${N=SwisEntity;M=ProxyPassword}

Proxy URL

${N=SwisEntity;M=ProxyUrl}

Proxy Username

${N=SwisEntity;M=ProxyUserName}

RDP Enabled

${N=SwisEntity;M=RDPEnabled

Short Description (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionStatusInfo.ShortDescription}

Status

${N=SwisEntity;M=Status}

Status Description

${N=SwisEntity;M=StatusDescription}

Status ID (Agent Connection Status)

${N=SwisEntity;M=ConnectionStatusInfo.StatusId}

Unmanage From

${N=SwisEntity;M=UnManageFrom}

Unmanage To

${N=SwisEntity;M=UnManageUntil}

Unmanaged

${N=SwisEntity;M=Unmanaged}

Url

${N=SwisEntity;M=Url}

Uses Proxy

${N=SwisEntity;M=UseProxy}

Use Proxy Authenticity

${N=SwisEntity;M=UseProxyAuthentication}
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Troubleshooting WPM
This section contains details about WPM issues you may encounter that prevent you from creating or
playing back a recording. It includes known issues and workarounds that may help you get back on track.
See also:
l
l
l

Troubleshooting Orion AD Issues
The SolarWinds Success Center
The SolarWinds online IT community, THWACK.

Installation
If upgrading from WPM 2.2.1, you may be prompted to install Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 so the Orion
Installer can remove WPM 2.2.1. Download .NET Framework 3.5 from the Microsoft Downloads site (© 2018
Microsoft Corp., available at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=21, obtained on
May 10, 2018) and run the Orion Installer again.
JavaScript-related messages
You may encounter the following JavaScript issues while performing actions in the recorder:
l

JavaScript menu items are not recognized.

l

Clicks on <div> structures are not recognized.

l

OnMouseOver events are not recognized.

Press Ctrl+Shift while performing the problem action. This adds additional data to the recording that may
allow access to the problematic element.
To avoid slow playback, use Ctrl+Shift only to record the actions that are causing problems.
Keyboard shortcuts do not work
Use mouse clicks instead of keyboard navigation in the webpage.
Links do not work during recording
Try to find an alternative method. For example, if the Compose email link on a page does not work, perhaps
the same action can be accomplished by clicking the Inbox button.
Recorder is unresponsive
Restart the WPM Recorder program and recreate your recording.
"You must be a WPM Administrator" message
You may receive this message when creating a recording if you inherited Admin permissions as part of an
Active Directory (AD) group. To resolve this issue, add the AD account as a user in the Orion Web Console.
You can also check the PermissionValue in the [Solarwinds_APM].[dbo].[SEUM_WebUserPermissions] table.
See also Troubleshooting Orion AD Issues .
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WPM cannot include a certificate in a recording because the private key cannot be exported
To include a certificate in a recording, WPM exports that certificate with private key. If WPM cannot export
the key, this message appears:

WPM cannot include the selected certificate in the recording because the
private key cannot be exported. Import the certificate locally with a private
key that can be exported or install the certificate on all computers where
that recording will be played.
To make the primary key exportable for the certificate on the WPM recorder machine, install the website
certificate on the machine where you are running the WPM recorder. For details, visit the SolarWinds
Success Center and see this article: WPM cannot include the selected certificate in the recording because
the private key cannot be exported. See also Client certificates in WPM recordings.
Troubleshoot X,Y Capture Mode
Use this checklist to help diagnose common problems with X,Y Capture Mode:
l

l

l

l

If using proxy with authentication, ensure the credentials to the proxy are properly captured in the
recording and/or the player is configured to use Active Directory accounts.
Add steps to a recording to better identify the action on which the playback failed. By doing this, you
break down the transaction to multiple steps so you can examine the screenshots to find the action
that caused an issue.
Run the transaction in the recorder and ensure that all necessary items load during playback. The
object to be clicked must be in place and active before the click action is executed.
If page content loads slowly, insert a Wait action before the XY action. This will allow the content to
load completely before executing the XY action.

l

Try to re-record the recording on the same machine where the player is installed.

l

If playback fails on the Image Match action, try the following:

l

Examine the screenshot page to see if the image is present on the page.

l

Ensure that the same version of Internet Explorer is used during both recording and playback.

l

Image Matching may be affected by font smoothing settings. Do not use Image Matching on plain
text; use the Match Content action.
Image Matching on animated objects is not supported.

Player-related issues
Player cannot play a transaction due to SEUM-User account permissions
When the WPM Player simulates an end user playing back transactions recordings, it employs an SEUMUser account for each WPM worker process. If you cannot playback a transaction from the Player's
location, it may be because a SEUM-User account does not have permission for required resources,
including logging into the local machine.
The original name for WPM was Synthetic End User Monitor (SEUM), a term that is still used in
reference to user accounts. You may also see it in directory names and system messages.
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Player symptoms include:
l

Cannot play any transaction from some location, with the transaction in Unknown status.

l

Transaction works fine in the recorder but doesn’t work in the player.

l

Transactions fails to play due to WPM worker process errors on the player's server.

l

Transaction bounces between Up and Down status.

Recorder symptoms include:
l

l

Transition plays on the recorder (located on the same machine where Player is) but fails when
played directly in player.
When recording with WPM, the website's Windows authentication works. But when deployed, it does
not and the page returns "not authorized" page.

A log entry similar to this one appears in the AgentWorker logs:

The WPM Player cannot play the transaction because the SEUM-User utilized for playback does not have
permission for required resources, including logging in to the local machine.
To resolve this issue, add all SEUM-User accounts to the local Administrators group on the Player server.
See Set permissions for SEUM-User accounts.
Here are some additional tips:
l

l

When using Group Policy Objects (GPO) in an environment, adjust Local Security Policies to grant
permission to Allow log on locally for all SEUM-User accounts on the local machine. Otherwise,
changes in the user configuration on the local computer are overwritten with every GPO update.
When GPO is applied, it often prevents WPM services from using the SEUM-User accounts for certain
tasks, such as creating WPM worker processes. Pay attention to which GPO is used and modify it for
WPM requirements.
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l

If adding SEUM-Users to the local Administrators group still doesn’t help in your environment, set up
domain users for playback instead local users.

Disabling Windows authentication for players
If you encounter authentication problems when playing back recordings, check if the recorded web site
uses Windows authentication for its login process. Some systems are set up to pass-through Windows
credentials without prompting for a username and password. If you create a recording on such a
computer, the username and password required for the website is not saved with the recording. This may
result in an authentication problem when the recording is played back on a different computer.
To ensure that the recorder always asks for a username and password for websites protected by Windows
authentication:

1. Log into the computer that hosts recorder with a local user account instead of a domain account.
2. Open Internet Explorer and click Settings > Internet options.
3. Switch to the Advanced tab, clear the Enable Integrated Windows Authentication check box, and save
your changes.

4. Restart Internet Explorer.
WPM transactions fail to play — ERROR LOGON TYPE NOT GRANTED - Logon Failure
To support WPM, a WPM worker process plays steps of transaction recordings, collects statistics and
screenshots, and returns playback results to the WPM Player.
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If the player service cannot start the WPM worker processes, you may receive the following message:

ERROR_LOGON_TYPE_NOT_GRANTED - Logon failure: the user has not been granted
the requested logon type at this computer. This message may appear if the security policy
was changed that limited the "log on locally" permissions.
To troubleshoot this issue:

1. Check if the SEUM-User account has permissions to log on locally.
2. If the user does not have permission, change the limitations for user accounts.
It is also important to check that the player service is running as "Local System" rather than logging
in to a specific user account.
For more information, refer to:
l
l
l

Manage Orion Web Console user accounts
Use local domain accounts in WPM
Enable Windows Authentication with Active Directory

Element not found during playback
If an element was not found during playback, recreate both the recording and the transaction.
WPM Player drops queued items
The SEUM agent has an internal queue that it uses for transaction playback requests that cannot be
immediately executed because there are no free WPM worker processes. If the number of items in the
queue is close to the number of transactions assigned to the Player, it usually means that the Player is
close to its capacity and is not able to play transactions fast enough. If a transaction is in the queue and a
new playback request for the same transaction arrives, it is dropped because the queue cannot contain
duplicate requests.
If the number of dropped requests increases significantly, it usually means that the player is not able to
play transactions as fast as they are requested. You should remove some transactions from the player.
If SolarWinds SAM is also installed, use the SolarWinds Web Performance Monitor (WPM).apmtemplate to assess the status and overall performance of the WPM Player installed on the Orion
server by using Windows Performance Counters.
Internal WPM Player database exceeds capacity
Depending on the number and complexity of assigned transactions, the size of the internal WPM Player
database that stores playback requests, results, and screenshots can grow rather large. This file is located
at C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Data\AgentStorage.s3db.
If the file grows too large, (for example, over 2 GB), playback results may not be downloaded properly if a
slow network connection exists between the Orion server and the WPM Player. The file will continue to
grow because results are generated faster than they are downloaded from Player. If SolarWinds SAM is
also installed, use the SolarWinds Web Performance Monitor (WPM).apm-template to track the size of the
internal WPM Player database.
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WPM Player does not work after Windows 10 upgrade
After upgrading a remote machine to Windows 10 v.1607 or later, the WPM Playback service may not start.
A "Player could not be registered — Please check firewall settings" message may appear even if the
firewall is completely disabled. You may be prompted to authenticate certificates even though recordings
include embedded application certificates. This issue can occur if a Windows 10 upgrade overwrites
existing registry entries and prevents the WPM Playback service from starting.

1. First, verify the following conditions:
l
l
l

SEUM-User accounts exist on the target machine.
The target machine is part of a domain that supports Active Domain accounts.
The WPM Player is configured to use Active Domain accounts.

2. Back up all player and recorder configuration files with a *.config suffix in these default folders:
l
l

C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player
C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Recorder

3. Upgrade players and restore the *.config files if necessary.

Collect WPM Player diagnostic logs
If you plan to contact SolarWinds Support to troubleshoot the failed playback, follow these steps to collect
WPM Player logs.

1. If possible, unmanage all transactions at the WPM Player location (on the Orion server, an Additional
Polling Engine (APE), or a remote computer hosting a WPM Player) or move transactions to a new
location that has no transactions.
2. To simplify diagnostics, clear all files and subdirectories from the WPM log directory: C:\Program
Files (x86)\Solarwinds\Logs\SEUM\.
Skip any files currently in use by WPM if prompted.

3. If the transaction is assigned to the Orion server or an APE assigned as a WPM location:
a. Run the application from the player location by right-clicking and selecting Run as
administrator.
b. In the WPM section, set the DEBUG logger level for:
l

Agent Worker

l

Agent Worker – Browser

l

Agent Worker – Player

c. Use these settings for loggers:
l

File size: 50 MB

l

# of files: 50

d. Click Apply.
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4. If the transaction is assigned to a WPM Player machine:
a. Run the C:\Program Files (x86)\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Recorder\LogAdjuster.exe application
from the player location by right-clicking on it and selecting Run as administrator.
b. In the WPM section, set the DEBUG logger level for:
l

Agent Worker

l

Agent Worker – Browser

l

Agent Worker – Player

c. Click Apply.
d. Create a backup of the following file: C:\Program Files\(x86)
\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player\SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Worker.exe.config
e. Run Notepad.exe as an administrator and open C:\Program Files\(x86)
\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\Player\SolarWinds.SEUM.Agent.Worker.exe.config
f. Edit these logger attributes:
l

Set maxSizeRollBackups to 50.

l

Set maximumFileSize to 50 MB

g. Save the .config file.
5. Wait an hour or as much time as needed for the transaction to fail.
6. Verify the following logs are in DEBUG:
l

C:\ProgramData\Solarwinds\Logs\SEUM\AgentWorker.logs

7. Run WPM Diagnostics from the Windows Start Menu or run C:\Program Files (x86)
\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\SolarwindsDiagnostics.exe to collect diagnostics to send to
SolarWinds Support.
8. Turn off DEBUG in LogAdjuster.exe for WPM by clicking Reset to default and then Apply.
9. Export the recording you are having trouble with.
10. Send a ZIP file with the following items to SolarWinds Support:
l

WPM Diagnostic logs

l

The recording you are having trouble with.

l

The password used for the recording, if applicable.

l

A screenshot of the Transaction Details view in the Orion Web Console.

Monitor the AgentService.log file with SolarWinds SAM
If SolarWinds SAM is also installed, you can use the SolarWinds Web Performance Monitor (WPM).apmtemplate to track returned values for the AgentService.log, related to a WPM Player, including:
l

l
l

Total – This component monitor returns the total number of errors in the log file. The value returned
should be as low as possible.
New – This component monitor returns the number of newly found error strings.
Last_Message – This component monitor returns the last error message and its position in the log
file.
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You must specify the correct arguments (including the path to the AgentService.log file) for this monitored
component in the Script Arguments field. The default monitored path is: C:\Program Files (x86)
\SolarWinds\Orion\SEUM\AgentService.log.

Troubleshooting Orion AD Issues
I cannot add AD users by entering the user ID and password.
AD users are not added by entering the user ID and password of the user you wish to add.
To add an AD user account, search for the user account using an authorized administrative account.
See Create users based on existing Active Directory or local domain accounts
I have added a user to an AD group with restrictions defined in Orion but the restrictions are not being
enforced.
If a user is defined in Orion as an Individual AD user, or a member of multiple AD authenticated
groups, and is also a member of an AD Group in Orion, the individual authentication will take
precedence over the group. This might allow the individual permissions they should not have.
Remove the individual AD account from Orion to rectify. For group conflicts, Orion will authenticate
using the first valid group discovered.
The Active Directory or Local Domain Authentication dialog gives one of the below errors:

Login failure: unknown user name or bad password
Login failure: the user has not been granted the requested login type at
this computer
Ensure that the account you are using has administrative rights within the AD tree you are
searching.
Make sure you can access the tree from the domain you are currently in. Check for bad password or
locked or expired account.
I can’t find where to add AD access for Network Atlas.
Network Atlas does not support AD authentication.
I have tried to configure Orion AD integration but the test login always takes me to the login.aspx
screen.
Automatic browser login is controlled by a security setting on the browser. If your browser did not
accept Orion setting this, you will have to change it manually. Make sure that both automatic logins
from restricted zones and the automatic login switch are on.
For Internet Explorer these settings are defined in Tools > Internet Options > Security >
*Zone* > Custom Level > User Authentication > Logon. The option you are looking to enable is
"Automatic logon only in Intranet zone", or "Automatic login with current user name and
password". The "Automatic logon only in Intranet zone" setting only works if Orion web server
is in the Local Intranet zone.
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